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BIOLA HOUR HIGHLIGHTS
ISSUE NO. 4
FEATURING :MARG-I MESSAGES

OLD AGE
By:

Al Sanders

years our hearts have been greatly ~urdened relative to the growing and
roblems being faced by the eld~rly in our co':111try e:rery day. Someone obsaid that "while life may begin at 40, yet it's still true that after
thing else either wears out, falls out or spreads out."
ve experienced somewhat the same thing, especially in middle age, which,
llDOrist describes it, is the period when you start for home at about the
when you used to start for somewhere else. Another has observed, "Old
o a time when a broad mind and a narrow waist somehow seem to exchange
And still one more has connnented, "You can tell how old a man is by what
two of: either stairs or pills!" Definitions, while they may be whimsi' t really very satisfactory in the final analysis. We talk about the fact
person is only as old as he feels and that youth or old age is just simply
of the mind. As a matter of fact, I believe it was Mark Twain who
rated that youth is such a wonderful time of life it's just a shame that
o be wasted on the young. It reminds me of a little graffiti cartoon
peared in our local newspaper the other day. It read on this wise,
g yotmg is the hardest of all habits to part with!" And that's so very true.
aid all of this, however, my heart is greatly burdened with the realization
te frankly, as a nation as well as Christians, we just don't treat people
1:JPper years with the concern, consideration, and certainly the compassion
o rightly deserve. When you get right down to it, old age can be extremely
Perhaps the graphic problems of the aged have even more forcefully imthernselves upon my own heart because of a very recent experience of going
a convalescent hospital for the aged. To see there the pitiful, lonely,
g faces, many of them mumbling to themselves, destitute, depressed,
' truly breaks one's heart. That is why this series concerning the subthe elderly and their very real and crushing problems, can only be an lllld sennon.

1!1Jch
like th~ 15-year-old girl who wrote to the Washington Star News after
1
~
t
to
St= ElizabetJ:.'s Hospital in Washington, D. C. St. Elizabeth's is a
0

15 _~e Nation~l Institute of Health so it is federally funded and supported.
01~ ar-old girl connnented, "The halls and rooms reeked with awful odors.
the p pl~ce had a very depressed atmosphere. The rooms and halls seemed dark,
does~~p e desolate. It was an experience I won't forget. I went away saying,
to 1 . t someone do something?' I decided right then and there that I don't
r J. ~~emey.
to be old!" And she was right. I wish every legislator could make a
our country
~ f
.
mi d
we s7n ully treat the elderly as being very troublesome to our
n · Our American culture is almost totally youth oriented. While that

may not be entirely wrong, yet it does emphasize one age spectrwn to the ne
almost obliteration of another! You think of all the advertisements in eve
of communication. What's highlighted? It's always that youth and happiness
equated with health, good looks, slim bodies, love, wealth, and other things
provide this so-called ~ll~impor~ant standard ?f well being. About the only
older people are shown is in having problems with dentures or other deteriorai
diseases. The happy, fulfilled life is only for the young, we would be l ed
believe. It's almost as though old age is something we have to endure tmtil
lean: to get rid of the elderly in some manner. We shrink from the true real
of life. The elderly are placed on a mythical one way street from which the
return.
Keep in mind, however, that old age isn't an illness, despite what some peopl1
think. It's simply a part of the life process which corrunences at conception
continues just as long as life itself goes on. Interestingly enough, the mos
rapid decline as far as age advancement is concerned, happens not in upper ye
one might think, but rather among yoilllg children. It is most definitely t nie
elderly people have more in connnon with teenagers than they do with any other
group of society. Look at it this way. Both teenagers and the aged are l arg1
unemployed in many circumstances. Emotionally they can be introspective, dep
and as a matter of fact, it is in the teenage group, as well as in the old age
bracket, that the highest suicide rate can be folllld. That in itself is a sad
commentary on our times! The aging process of youth going to young adulthood
compared to middle age entering old age, is extremely close in many respects.
books, including costly government studies, have been written on the subj ect
old age. Despite all of these activities, despite everything that is seen co
with the impassioned pleas that have been written, it's clear and evident that
one has all the answers. As a matter of fact, few, both Olristian and nonOlris tian, are doing anything whatsoever about the problems. Most of the tex
which are written for the benefit of showing concern for the aged, simply t ry
tell people how to prepare for death. Now as an older person, it's really far
easier to manage the problem of death than it is often the agony of living!
is probably because living carries on with a day-to-day crisis. One of the s
things is that so little is being done by Olristians when we come to the reali
tion that believers are the only ones who have hope beyond the grave. These b
which deteriorate, carrying with them every day the marks of painful groaning,
caused by the fall of Adam in sin, will some day experience a miraculous trans
formation! This corruption shall put on incorruption, and this mortal shall p
immortality! We' 11 be given a body likened unto that of our wonderful Savior
we see Him face to face.
Realizing all of these spiritual truths to be scripturally sound, at the same
we must llllderstand the fact that people are simply living longer today than th
ever have. Look briefly at some statistics. Last year 70 percent of all the
in our country occurred to people 65 years of age or older. Now that'·s 70 per
as compared to fifty years ago when only 15 percent of the deaths occurred at
age of 65 and over. That's more than a 200 percent increase and a tremendous
Old age used to be revered and looked upon with honor. Unfortllllately, longevi
no longer viewed with that same awe and envy now that it's been mass-produced
through medical science.

1

One of the tragic aspects of the problems of the elderly is that discrimination
against the aged over the next 20 years, according to government surveys, wi ll
equivalent somewhat to the racism that has been experienced for the past 20, in
fact, even in the pre-civil rights days in the South. The sad part of it is . th
so many Olristians can be biased in their concern, consideration and compass ion
for the elderly.
2

study because we' re interested in the teaching of man except
for 0~~ds the'word is the Scripture itself. The Psalm I've selected for
:rg~ the agony of the elderly is Psalm 71. We' re not going to try to
0 osi tional word- for-word or line- for- line, because that would be
ly e~ble As a' matter of fact, it's even unnecessary since this particussi
. its
.
. rea11y
like so. many others, is
own b est conunentaD:'. Noth.mg more :s
1he difficulty is, ~ so often true,
t~at we J~t do~' t take time to
some have given this cJ:apter the appropriate caption, ~e ~s a~m for. Old
f that appears in your Bible you s~ould understand that_ this is~ tan incription but simply an appropo title someone has ascribed to it. Perly because of verses 9 and_l8. The fi:st six v~rses of this 7ls~ .
of Psalms could ri~htly be titled, "~o~fidei:t Dell verar:ce." The di vine
under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, rightly realizes the problems
has faced and that will also come before him in the days ahead. Amid them
has a confident assurance that the Lord will most cer~ainly deliver him.
autiful testimony to the world by those who are up in years! Mark the
times that word "deliver'' appears in this passage. According to Webster,
y reans "to set free from restraint, to rescue from evil, whether actual
y feared." A lot of the problems, of course, which we face never ever come
Yet, they take their toll and are just as stringent upon our mental
es as though they were actual.
Psalmist begins, "In Thee, 0 Lord, do I put my trust; let me never be put
ion." I wonder, where do we put our trust? Insurance policies, savings
accounts, stock market, real estate property. All of these things can
you only concern for the future. There are no real guarantees. You can't
any of them. Just remember, for everyone who has made it big and
d a mark of success in the world, there are plenty of others who have gone
s which have been made among the elderly, infonnation has been relayed
~vealing that the overwhelming major concern of people in upper years is
n'!Y. That is a very nonnal human drive and craving: security. The
winch hardly places as it's so far below security, is a problem facing
ople and how they can find meaning and purpose for life. In other words,
can effect some sort of a change to get rid of the "blahs." But as for
, the Psalmist definitely declares, "I put my trust in the Lord." Because
stand, he asks that he might never be brought to confusion. Let me pause
g e1?-ough h~re to point out that one of the most unkind things anyone can
o point a finger at some individual up in years and claim that he or she is
" The word "senile" isn't really even a medical term. We know that there
~who suffer from c~rebral arterio sclerosis. Because of a deficiency of
_oxygen to the brain sometimes it's difficult for such people to remgs and to carry on normal pursuits of earlier years. But much of what
ave felt to be senility is actually reversible. Sometimes the symptoms
~~d
a l<:tck of proper diet or exercise or so~ other problem that can
~
YtJ:mg we don't use, as far as the body is concerned, on a regu5
~
on begms to lose its value for us. So don't ever be llllkind to an
t ~n ~d accuse them of being "senile" llllless you know beyond a shadow of
ey re actually having medical problems such as hardening of the
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to hear
.
g . the psa1mist
affirm his faith

omg ~o be ashamed" (or confused) '
avCM it.
·

"I put my trust in God; therefore,
God knows our faith, but he loves

rse asks for deliverance by God's righteousness. "Cause me to
thine ear unto me, and save me. Be thou my strong habitation."
3

Where are you going to find your dwelling place in the future, that place
ful security? In one of Edward Albee's plays there's a ymmg couple who s
lacking of concern and consideration for their elders. They have "gracioUs
given the grandmother a nice, wann, place underneath the kitchen stove, co
with anny blanket and what's more, her very own dish. What impoverished ne
this story tells. Now, I'm sure there are many of you in our listening au
who live in very beautiful, lovely homes. It would be an honor and a privi
visit you there. At the same time, however, there are many others in far
nwnbers who live in most meager and humble circumstances , some even way be1
standard of poverty established by our government. How good the Lord is to
though, regardless of where we find our dwelling place here on earth. We
with the Psalmist, "Be thou my strong habitation, whereunto I may continual
sort. Thou hast given connnandment to save me; for Thou art my rock and my
fortress."
1

Verse four reminds us of the enemies whom we face. Note again the word "Del
me, 0 my God, out of the hand of the wicked, out of the hand of the lfilrighte
and cruel man." This reminds us of the fact that we live in a world which ·
pletely contradictory and diametrically opposed to God. The Bible reminds
the whole world lies in the lap of the wicked one. It's so easy for us t o b
involved in the things of this world. We all know that so readily. This is
we 're exhorted not to be confonned to this world but to be transfonned. One
lation has it, "Don't let the world shape you into its own selfish mold."
pattern your life after the desires of the flesh. The "enemies" spoken of he·
not only be individuals but also specific sins to which we so often yield wh
tempted. At the same time, we may be led astray by so-called Christians who
fess to know the Lord but who live far from the truth. There have certainly
a lot of shady deals foisted against the public, and those who are saints of
by so-called believers. Obviously, it isn't right and I believe the vengean
God will be experienced by those who have so taken advantage of the elderly.
Verse five now avows, "Thou art my hope, 0 Lord God." If we ask you this que
with a space for you to fill in, how would you complete the sentence? "I ho
• " What would you say? What's your fondest anticipation?
_as__k_e_d_s_o_m_e_f_r_1_e_n__
dS that question this past week just to see what their reacti
might be. One told me without hesitation, ''Well, I hope to lose some weightabout 10 pounds." (I guess there are a lot of us like the woman who said she'
lost 100 pounds, only it wasn't all at one time. She explained further that
had lost 10 pounds 10 different times! It's hard to do though, isn't it?)
Another friend said, "I hope to get to feeling better." Another thoughtfully
plied, "I hope to have my ship come in!
Only problem is, I guess I'm afraid
ship did come it but it probably got scuttled in the harbor!" One excitedly
said, "I hope to cash in on an idea I've had. I think I can make a mint on it
The fact of the matter is, as far as hope is concerned, all of these people ,
friends, well-meaning each of them, as well as the rest of us. . . none of us
count on any of these things. This is why the Psalmist plainly testifies, "Po·
Thou art my hope, 0 Lord God." Our trust, you see, has to be in the Savior.
Polycarp, one of the early church fathers, was told that he would have to ren01
his faith in Christ or else be burned at the stake. That first century Christ
could not be tumed off for God. It's a fact that you can't dampen the spiri
a superannuated servant of the Lord. Renounce his faith, oh never! He decla
in strong and unfaltering voice, "I have served Christ these 86 years and He h
not injured me once. .And shall I now deny Him?" David knew the experience Po
carp had enjoyed when he declared, under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, "
though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil ,
Thou art with me." And the writer of the book of Hebrews, in the fourth chapte
4

_ has a summary which puts it similarly concerning this marvelous re16
ave in Qirist.

.

word of consideration is necessary as the Psalmist talks about his
·
th e
''By Thee have I been held up from t h e womb ." You realize
t t es tl
b
.
.
h
.
.
d
God has been concerned a out you, not JUSt since t e time you receive
vior but as a matter of fact, ever since you were born and even be£5~datlons of the world. Consider the preservation of the human embryo
a':r<JiJ confines--why, the position is so stringent that the condition
focate even the strongest man in the world in less than two minutes of

six a ·mony.

art He who took me out of my mother's bowels; my praise shall be con:0£ Thee." In Psalm 37:25 David gives this word of assurance, "I have been
n<JiJ am old yet have I not seen the righteous forsaken, nor His seed
read." If God has so marked us out for such an extended period of time,
re wisdom is there in the realization that we should set aside everyave and everything we are for His glory.
to 11 give us the confident testimony that is so much a part of the Psalm-

• As far as testimony is concerned, I'm reminded of the fact that middle
ably the time when you know all of the answers; the only problem is, it
time when nobody asks you the questions! Listen, there's much to be
pending time with the elderly. Learn from them. I was interested to
ther day how that the Small Business Administration now has a new prothey take retired executives from various companies in order to help
entrepreneurs. These retired executives will give counsel to those
ing to borrow money from the Small Business Administration. They
ather complete staff of retired counselors who do nothing else but
practical assistance. I think that's a great idea and so fantastically
ing advantage of a we lath of knowledge and experience. I am highly in
and it helps not only give meaning to the lives of those who are reo so very practical guidance for the small businesses which couldn't
COtmSel if they had to go out and hire someone to assist them.
declares, "I am as a wonder unto many, but Thou art my strong refuge."
der'' here in verse seven is that from which we get our term
e are the "proteges" of God's grace and goodness. We cause other
r. Let me ask you, has anybody ever looked at you and said, "There
of God?" Do they realize there is something different with your
anyone else?
fo~ some years with a television production company in Dallas , Texas.

by a man by the name of E. K. Gaylord, who died a year or so ago
1~f
I :emember hearing him say, when he passed 100, "If I'd known
t" ve_this long I most certainly would have taken better care of myime is a great healer but often it is no beauty specialist.

·

ci~y be a protege of God's grace and goodness simply by the way you

an~~ances_and.conditions about you. ~1ake certain that the words
verse t.ehmeditations of your heart are acceptable in the sight of
day "eif t, "Let my mouth be filled with Thy praise and with Thy
~
f you' re praising God you will not have time to share disout others. Make certain your tongue is used only to glorify

rong verse concerning the subject of old age is the ninth.
5

The

writer declares in a note of prayerful petition, "Cast me not off in the t i~
old age; forsake me not when my strength faileth." Isn't it flilny how that
people want to be older and vice versa? I can remember when I was 15, al th
that was many years ago. It was difficult to wait to get my driver's license
thought the day would never come. And when the years have gone by they seem
have passed so rapidly. It's like looking out of a railroad train at the te
phone poles: the faster the train goes, the more hurried those poles flash by
the years are just like that. 1hey go by with equal speed. I don't know ab
you but there seems to be less and less time between Christmases.
I don't know why it is that a person your own age always looks so much older
you do. I was at a gathering of friends about our age several months ago .
way home I told Margaret, "What were we doing there with all of those old pe
My wife reminded me, "Have you forgotten so soon? You're the same age!" But
argued, "I don't feel that old. I guess I'm just sorry if I look it!" And,
course, we' re all the same. Our old age may rob you of personal beauty, and
may deprive you of physical strength, but unless you want it to it can never
lower your love for God. The marriage vows which are most oft repeated remin
that the contract is entered into with the understanding that it exists in si
as well as in health. The same should be true in our important relationship
Jesus Christ by faith. That involvement continues absolutely in force whe theri
sickness comes or health.
I remember reading an old legendary story of a yolillg married couple who we re
with the responsibility of taking care of the husband's father. He became su
burden, since he couldn't walk very well, and illness plagued every aching st,
All that he was doing, the young couple felt, was adding to the economy of the
home, subs tract from the others by eating and taking up a space now much need
with a small family. The husband and his wife hit on a plan which seemed the
way, even if it was heartless and cruel. They decided to take grandfather out
into the forest making sure the buggy went to such a distance that let out in
dense underbrush so he would never be able to find his way back alive. On the
appointed, the man with his small son, three or four years of age, took grandfather, a little water, and some short provisions in hand, and headed for a di
tant, obscure point. After they got there he W1loaded his elderly father , set
him on a log, then turned to leave. As he got back on the buggy to pull away
his son, there were sounds of uncontrollable sobbing. The man wheeled armmd,
down and walked back to his father. Putting his arm around the tired and sick
man, he tried to give him comfort, "Father, I'm sorry for what we've had to do
you. I realize that it's an awful thing indeed!" Hearing this the whitened
haired old man explained amazingly, "I'm not crying because of what you've don
me. You have to live with that. It's just that when I was your age I brought
you out to the forest as you've done with your son today. The reason was I h
decided to put away my old father whom I had thought outlived his usefulness."
History has a way of repeating itself. That's why I love the challenge of
I Timothy 5: 4. Reading from the Living Bib le it declares, "Kindness should be
at home, supporting needy parents. This is something that pleases God very mu
What are we doing about those who are in their upper years as far as our own h
are concerned? How much care, consideration, JT€rcy and love are we giving to
needs of others, especially to those who are up in years? I'm firmly convince
that when the final books are opened, and our works are made manifest, the Lor
will hold us responsible for what we have done, not only with our money but als
our time, reflecting on the very real need so many older, lonely, and seemingly
forsaken older people are experiencing right now. Look arolild you--your own
family and relatives; those who may be up in years in your neighborhood. If Y
can't find someone, ask your pastor for some suggestions of those who are in
special need for a loving touch of concern and consideration. This should be
hallmark of our lives as believers.
1
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1 rmed as we were recently to hear an announcement from
us the sobering information that one of the most unsafe
ces ~iv~ as far as living conditions are concerned, is in an old
ese .J~t'before the end of 1975_it was annoWl~ed that more people
•
ctive fires in such establishments than in any other type of
dest~tzy
r believe this is another indication of the growing and
0
~
conce~
for
those who have fai th~ully serv~d society. ~ow these
0
ears are seeking some place for their protection and security. Iny they have to be concerned about personal hazards and danger.

re as_a.~g

'

f Psalm 71 in verse 11 we discover the writer, Wlder the inspiration
the enemies of the Lord's people proclaim, "God
Sp1·r1· t ' decl~red what ak
. none to de l"iver h"im. "
him· persecute and t e h"im; f or t h ere is
ankf~l that this is simply the opinion of those who have rejected the
can be assured that despite such bitter taWlts, with none seeming really
cially for the aged; in a time when old people are more or less thrown
ast week's newspaper, yet the Lord is still on our side. He hasn't
of that you can be absolutely certain. This verse suggests that the
:e world are going to simply say, "God has forsaken you." Let me underhav thankful we can be that the Lord will never set us aside. That's a
11 never go back on.
0

tJ:e

ough, that in old age it'~ sometimes pathetic to ~ee
tenacity to
ling to life. The Romans in ages past slashed their wrists rather than
the problems of old age. And, in pagan cultures, they did all kinds
to get rid of the elderly. Any way was fair and proper when it came to
the elderly. We, however, are far more educated and socially advanced
simply ignore them. And, in the final analysis, that's probably the
g e could possibly do.
cently wrote to us who was up in years--I'll not divulge her name obnor even where she is from. She simply said, "Could your people at Biola
member us? We've had a very rough year. I'm so depressed because I see
to my prayers. My husband retired in January and, frankly, I can't take
d-do.vn pace; it's just downright dull, and I know it shouldn't be." This
r reason why the Psalmist, in verse 12 of chapter 71 prays, "O God, be not
re: 0 my God, make haste for my help."
ext four verses, 12-16, we find a confident consununation and continuance
who are older. Quite frankly, I wanted to do this message before I was
myself. You know, I can't remember ever hearing a message about the aged,
as ~out the problems they face. Yet as God's children, as those who are
ed in the subject of eternal life, this should certainly occupy a major
of our thoughts. What can we do to help others in need?
afflicted, here's the desire. The Psalmist says, "Make haste for my help."
eas~, I'm sure, to be cone bored with retirement, which as one woman said
Y a_ time when I have "twice as much husband and only half as much pay."
~o~ding
to William Barclay, and certainly proven out in our own lives
15
ted actually ~he ability to take a tragedy and turn it into a glory. ' When
we need patience and we must find our confidence in waiting upon the Lord.
[

at verse 13 h · ch
ies t
w i
reads , "Let them be confounded and consumed that are ad0
' Gd
soul; let them be covered with reproach and dishonor that seek my
t H? a ways has a way of confoWlding those who foolishly try to rise up
ite~m~ Y?u :emember the case of Pharaoh who was confoilllded when the
ultiplied, despite all the pressures and rigors of work he had put upon

7
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them. You remember how the Romans and the antagonists of the early church
completely confmmded when the believers spread across the empire and gre,~
numbers, despite tremendous persecution. And again, people of the world t
often be confounded when joy sweeps over the life of a Christian even am.id
heavy sorrows that may surround his life on the outside. There are those
Psalmist says, "who seek my hurt and dishonor."
'
One other area of concern of these in old age is in the matter of crimes an
violence committed against the elderly. Do you know that according to FBI
tistics, more elderly people are victimized than any other age spectrum of
entire society? There is violence and physical attack and particularly ra
elderly women. It's hard to understand and grasp, yet it's true. Here in
California, in one of the nicest residential areas of Los Angeles, in the 1
three months 13 women age 65 and older have been raped, all the way up to 95
of age. Ten of them, I believe it is, have actually been killed. Tnat is ;
and sickening statistic. This is to say nothing of the crimes of fraud , sw·
and theft, showing that the elderly are systematically preyed upon througho
land. It's really tragic.
Verse 14 continues, "But I will hope continually, and will yet praise thee
and more." Notice that the tense of those verbs "hope" and "praise" are bo
the future. ("I will hope and I will praise.") This simply teaches us that
you can't rejoice in what you have, then you certainly can look forward to
will be yours by faith in a coming day. There are many things that olde r pe
can't experience. Unfortunately, this is a youth-oriented culture. But lis
there's one thing that can never be taken from us, young or old alike, and
is our inheritance in Jesus Christ. So, it may be that you can't rejoice in
amount of pension or social security on which you have to live, but you can
forward to what will be yours throughout all eternity by the providence and
of God. Praise God for what He has done for you. Unfortunately we' re s o of
like the old German anglicized saying which declares, "Ve grow alt too s oon,
late too schmart." Praise seems to be the last thing we do instead of the f
Then there are sacred mathematics in verse 15. The additional blessings tha
has given to us. Notice, "My mouth shall show forth thy righteousness and
salvation all the day; for I know not the numbers thereof." The mere enumer
of what God has done is completely overwhelming. He says that it is to be d
"all the day." Now, that doesn't mean that it's simply at the devotional pe
whether these are conducted in the morning or evening or both, but actually i
means that throughout the day the blessings of God should overwhelm our hea
as we realize what He has done for us on our behalf. It's an entire attitude
life that's in view.
In verse 16 we read the assured testimony, "I will go in the strength . of the
God.'' You know, when I was younger, 10 or 15 years ago, I used to get up ab
4 o'clock every morning. I'd be working on various projects. And then t oo,
able to stay up until 10 o'clock at night doing necessary assignments. When
thing had to get done I'd even stay up overnight. I can't do that anymore.
just don't have that kind of strength. But you see here, we go not in our
power, but it's in the strength of the Lord God. And not only that but the
Psalmist also reminds us in verse 16, "I will make mention of Thy righteousne
even of Thine only." He adds the latter just in case there's any question . ,
you see, it's not my strength, nor is it my righteousness. It is always and
the righteousness of God. · This is what we need to be clothed with because
righteousness truly is simply a case of filthy rags.
In Verses 17-21 we find a confident expectation, and here is
8

It was Clyde Narramore who reminded me of the fact that as we
oblem5 old people face, we have to realize that a grouch at 75 was
r
If someone to you today is a pain in the neck, chances are 20
at rs30 ~go he or she was also a pain in the i:ieck, maybe to a lesser de~ is , "You wi 11 be ~hat yoi_i are now ~ecomrng." And for th<:> yollllg
. gin our radio audience, if you'd like to see what that girl you're
going to look like as your wife 30 years from now, then look at her
ther. It's true I suppos':' that you don't marry the family, but in a
have a real involvement w1 th them. I am amazed at the powers of repeople have, excee~ing in many cases that of ~o:e much yollllger.
rotivation is exceedrngly greater. That's why it is a sad part of the
ften being removed from places of responsibility. We are losing a vast
trial and mental manpower when such people are cut off from the
Psalmist witnesses, "Thou hast taught me from my youth." Say, young
overlook the counsel of older people. And don't neglect either,
who are parents , the importance of teaching young people from their
one is too young to be instructed. There was a woman who went to
e time to ask the famed evangelist, ''Mr. Moody, how old should a
re you start teaching it some principles of the Christian life?" Mr.
t forwardly asked the mother, "How old is your child?" She responded,
." He implored in return, "Then you'd better hurry home. You're
months late."
like Child Evangelism Fellowship. You know,
are working with this group every week in Bible
ey seek to carry out the principle of verse 17 here in Psalm 71,
ght me from my youth."
on with this intercession for the elderly, "Now also when I am old
, 0 God, forsake me not; until I have shown thy strength unto this
d thy power to every one that is to come." You know, friend,
old age is a fearful thing. We see how Eli went down to destruction
indulgence in the things of the world. Judah went down because of
acts. David went down because of adultery. Solomon went down in
e multiplicity of women he had married.
that by this verse the testimony is never completed, "When I am old
d, forsake me not; until I have shown thy strength unto this generaa fact that you will never know when your work on earth is completed.

s~0ing John Wesley wrote many, many years ago.

He inscribed as
This day I enter on my 88th year. I now find I grow old. My sight
that I cannot read a small print unless in the strong light. My
cayed so that I walk much slower than I did some years since. My
~· whether pe:sons or places, is also decayed. What I should be
~t my b?dy might weigh down my mind and create either stubbornness
G~~e rncrease of physical infirmities. But thou shalt answer for
d t • My, what a striking philosophy on life. And at 86 John
t ~u t;;ne of the greatest dangers I think people in older years have
s
e problem of being critical of others and cynical about life
~ ~t be careful of this situation. You can be sure that if a pero.a age 20 or 30 or 40 or SO, then at age 70 or 80 he or she will
'

~~~teousness also, O God, is very high; who hast done great things:
a a~to thee! Thou, which hast shown me great and severe troubles,
g m, and shalt bring me up again from the depths of the earth."
9

~
~ ~·;

I'm sure we have all gone to see friends who have been in the hospital fo·
operation. We look at their pale faces and their drawn complexion andw
they could ever get up or be restored. But generally, the blessed truth ·
God in His providence res tores to physical he al th once again. Still, even
go to the grave, we shall rise from the physical tomb. This is what the p.
is talking about, "and shalt bring me up again from the depths of the ea
we die in the Lord we can simply be assured of a resurrection body in a c
hour and a knowledge that our souls have gone inunediately into the presence
Lord.
In verse 21, "Thou shalt increase my greatness, and comfort me on every si
That's a hard thing to understand when we consider the problems of the age
you know that about one and a half out of every four people who are aged U
low the poverty line?
No jobs, they can't get loans because they don' t h
security; they can't obtain insurance. It's all such a sad thing for me to
And yet, as verse 21 has suggested, "Thou shalt increase my greatness." It
not be financial greatness but it is in a spiritual sense that that's de fin
true. The comfort that comes is from God's Holy Spirit Himself. Psalm 92:
reads in part, "The righteous man will still yield fruit in old age." I d
how old you are, and of course I don't know the problems you' re facing. Bu
confident of this fact--God is able to do exceeding abundantly above all th
could ever ask or thing, according to the power of His Holy Spirit working
us.
There is a beautiful prayer for older folk which simply asks, "Lord, Thou
that I am growing older; keep me from becoming talkative and possessed with
idea that I must express myself on every subject. Release me from the cra\
straighten out everyone else's affairs. Keep my mind free from the recital
endless details. Give me wings to get to the point. Seal my lips when I am
clined to tell of my aches and pains. To be sure, they're increasing with
years, and yet my love to speak of them seems to grow sweeter as time goe s
Teach me the glorious lesson that at least occasionally I may be wrong. Don
let me have to be so cock-sure that I'm always right. Make me thoughtful b
nosey, helpful but not bossy. With my vast store of wisdom and experience i
seem a pity not to use it all, but Thou knowest, Lord, that I want a few fri
left at the end. Strengthen me from within, despite the deterioration with
through Thy Holy Spirit, by Christ my Savior, Amen."
10

Frankly, we come to the confident purpose of our lives in older years as dis
covered in verses 22 to 24. The best music is always heard at the end and
we find in the praise for the mercies of God. Verse 22 affirms, "I will als
praise Thee with the psaltery, even Thy truth, 0 my God; llllto Thee will I s ·
with the harp, 0 Thou Holy One of Israel." Say, this is really soul music.
Then, as we continue, verse 23, ":My lips shall greatly rejoice when I sing uni
Thee; and my soul, which Thou hast redeemed." I love that passage in IsaiaJ:
which declares, "And even to your old age I am He, and even to gray hairs w1l
care for you; I have made and I will bear, even I will carry and will deliver
Finally, verse 24, ''My tongue also shall talk of thy righteousness all the d
long: for they are confounded, for they are brought unto shame, that seek my
The reference here is the verification to ourselves in a time of meditation.
is not only the use of the tongue for the people in the outside world, but ~1
it's for the benefit of ourselves. It may be that there are many of our f n e:
who are up in years who have no friends close at hand to whom they can talk .
speak with yourself about God and what the Lord rreans to you. Make certain
when you have the opportunity of speaking with others it isn't always that Y
10

your ~ problems but rather that you' re exalting the Lord .
. d a bore is one who tells you how he is when you actually wanted
'ou are. I read in Reader's Digest not too long ago about a borw~ reciting her endless list of illnesses to a friend. Because of
•t wasn't a very interesting conversation, the listener dozed off.
s~artled herself into being awakened, unthinkingly she asked the
e bore , ".And did you die?"
81

rtain that you' re speakiJ?-g with ~our t?ngue the righteousnes~ of God
ong. The picture here 1s the nund be mg so full of God's righteousaudible utterance is given when alone. Older people generally have
think. You know that it's a fact statistically that older people
ion much less than those who are younger to middle aged. Older people
concerned about being amused. The word "muse" means to think and
the letter "a" in front of it, it makes it a negative statement or to
e're in a society and culture today where people don't want to bother
ink. Thank God we have elder people who are concerned about using
to praise the Lord.
for a Psalm like this 7lst. Secular gerontologists can only advise
are in older years to accept death as an inevitable conclusion, but it
lege of believers to talk frankly about etemi ty and what glorious
in store. Remember though, these bodies groan, awaiting the rehas for them. Still we don't lose heart, but though our outer man is
t our inner man is being renewed day by day (II Corinthians 4: 16). I
tle poem entitled,

FOR FRIENVS OF THE AGING
BlMJ.>e..d aJLe.. the..y who wide..Mtand
My fialte..JU.ng J.>te..p and paloie..d hand.
BlMJ.>e..d aJLe.. the..y who know tha;t my
Ea!lJ.> today mU6t J.>.tfu:U_n to ea;teh the. thing-6 the..y -6 ay.
BleM ed a.Jte.. the..y who -6 ee..m to know
That. my e..ye.-6 aJLe.. dim and my will Me. -6 low.
Ble6J.>e..d a.JLe_ the..y who look OJAJay
When eofifiee.. -6pille..d a;t the. table today.
BlM-6 e..d aJLe.. the..y with a c.hee..fl.lj -6 mlle..
Who -6-top to eh.at fio!t a li:ttte while.
Ble6J.>e..d Me. they who ne..ve..Jt J.>ay
"You.' ve.. told tha;t J.>toJty twiee.. today."
Ble6-6 ~d Me. the..y who know the. way-6
To bJu.ng barik me..moJU.v., o 6 yuteJtday-6.
BleMe..d cvr..e.. the..y who make i t known
That I am love..d, Jtupe..ete..d, and not alone.
Ble6J.>e..d a.fLe_ the..y who know I'm a;t a lo-6-6
To fiind the. J.>tfte..ngth to eOJtfUj the eJto-6-6.
Ble6J.>e~ Me thoJ.>e who e..Cl6e.. the. day-6 ·
On my JOu.Jtn.e..y home. to heave..n in loving way-6.

V!t. Sande..M i-6 HMt
ofi the. Biola HoWt.
ll

LESSONS FROM THE WORD
By: Reverend Charles Swindoll
SUFFERING
God had some practical lessons for me to learn recently in His special educ,
class of suffering. Part of the time I was too sick to do much thinking .
the fever broke and my head cleared, however, I was able to spend some tiire
with the Lord. Let me share some of the biblical truths God gave me during
time.
From a practical standpoint, we can't prepare for sickness after we are ill,
Preparation has to take place before we are laid aside. If one isn't progre,
in a victorious walk, sickness can greatly increase our problems. Proverbs
reminds us, "If you are slack in the day of distress, your strength is limi
A sudden illness may cause you to stagger and sllnnp into depression. In othi
words, the real test of our emotional and spiritual strength doesn't come w
are healthy. There is a very unusual verse in Jeremiah 12: 5, "If you have
footmen, and they have tired you out, then how can you compete with horses?
fall down in the land of peace, how will you do in the thicket of Jordan?"
other words, if things are rough even in the good times, what will you do wh
combat occurs? We have to be prepared. The jungle experience of the sickbed'
are hard enough for the strong, but they are more than the weak can bear.
We must be properly prepared for the day of affliction. A classic example f,
is to be found in the life of Job. God selected him for the ultimate tes t.
lost his crops, his cattle, his home, his prosperity, his children, and final
his health. Bankrupt and crushed, he spent many days listening to a few s ocounse lo rs who condemned and blamed him. Job 2 3: 10-13 gives us his reply , "B'
knows the way I take; when he has tried me, I shall come forth as gold. My £
has held fast to his path; I have kept his way and not turned aside. I have
departed from the command of his lips; I have treasured the words of his mou
than my necessary food. But he is unique, and who can tum him? And what his
desires, that he does." He realized God's purpose in bringing these trials ~
his life. Job refused to tum aside in doubt. "For he performs what is appo
for me; and many such decrees are with him" (v. 14). All suffering is as God
signed it. You will never be able to learn the lessons the Lord wants to t ea
you until you come to the realization that your affliction is God-arranged.
either appoints the affliction or allows it for our good (Romans 8:28).
1

1

In II Corinthians we have the most autobiographical of all Paul's letters.
the Holy Spirit he lifts the veil of his personal life, allowing us a glimpse
the things he endured. Years ago I took a red marking pencil and circled all ..
terms in this letter having to do with suffering. In indicating affliction,.
tress, troubles, and trials, I found there were red marks throughout the ent1~
Epistle. This is the New Testament counterpart to the book of Job. I would 1
12

th only three reasons for suffering which appear in II Corinthians
~ i~ introduced with the little four-letter word "that."
mfort" appears no less than ten times in the first seven verses.

The

co original Greek isn't a shallow slap on the back nor a quick cheer-up

~ce

It is a genuine concern for personal assistance, deep involvement
tanding. Our Lord is the God of all comfort. No matter the cause, our
ather gets personally involved in our lives. He comforts those who are
iction. That singles out the very affliction you may be enduring now.

several reasons for affliction. The first is "that we might be prepared
others" (v. 4). Watch the chain reaction: we suffer and God brings
suffer and we help them, passing on to them His wonderful comfort.
t understand what it is like to sit alongside a friend or loved one
a tenninal illness? VJho knows the heartache of having a home split
at about someone to lilderstand the loss of your child or the misery of a
on drugs? Consider the anguish of living with an alcoholic mate. In
other times who on earth understands? There is no question but that it
on who has been through such s irnilar trying experiences, having been
by God. You who have had the stinging experience are the best counselors.
be prepared to bring encouragement to others who come across our pathway.
ason affliction is never in vain.
us in verses eight through ten about his experience in Asia. He says,
urdened excessively beyond our strength, so that we despaired even of
we read this correctly we find that the apostle, at a point in his life,
'!Whelmed that he almost gave up hope of living. He stared death straight
taybe this tragic set of circumstances describes your situation topressure is too great. The despair is beyond repair you may feel; the
Remember, God has a reason even in this.
reason we suffer is that we might not trust in ourselves. In verse
clearly states that one of the reasons we are taken through times of
and affliction is that we might come to a complete end of ourselves and
importance of total dependence upon God. This prinicple is so practical.
~writing to a stubborn, suffering saint who is wrestling with God over
on. You haven't yet laid down your arms , as it were, and decided to
the Lord completely. Your loving Heavenly Father is trying to teach you
rtant lesson of submission to His will so that there will be total
upor_i Hirn only. He isn't going to let up until you give up. He knows
m will that we have. He desires to break that case-hardened indeithin us and sometimes uses the furnace of affliction to carry out His
ose. Surrender! He doesn't want to ruin you, only to refine you!
favorite hymns has this strain within in:
"When thnough Me!UJ tJU,a,U thy pctthway -6 ho.Le, lie,
My gftac.e a11.--6ufi6,{,uent -6ha11. be thy -6upply.
The 6lame -6hall not hUJtt thee, I only de-6ign,
Thy d!toM to c.oYL-6 ume and thy gold to Jte Mne."

h~
0

written these beautiful words "Paln plant-6 the filag o 6 Jteality in the
o a. Jtebel heM:t.!"
'

cellent re ason f or suffering
·
. revealed in verse 11. "You also joining
is
g '; through your prayers that thanks may be given by many persons on
' or the favor bestowed ~on us through the prayers of many." Paul is
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here writing the Corinthians a note of thanks . He looked upon his suffer·
opportunity for a mutual sharing in his affliction. Many persons benefite
one man's trials. You see, God is interested in using you as a living ob·'
lesson for others. This is why we are exhorted to present ourselves a li~ ·
sacrifice. (The only problem with l~ving sacrifices ~s. that the~ keep want
crawl off the altar!) Instead of this, stop your stnving. Consider giving
to God for your suffering.
Why not commit these three practical and scriptural reasons for suffering to
memory. Remind yourself of them as the Lord heats up the furnace in your li.
First, we should be prepared to comfort others. Second, we ought not to t
ourselves. Third, let us learn to give thanks in everything. Don't doubt
moment that suffering is used of God to shape and conform us in to the image
Son. Nothing enters your life accidentally! There is no such thing as "ch
"luck" or "blind fate" for a child of the King! Behind every experience is
loving, sovereign Heavenly Father. He is working things out according to H'
finite plan and purpose, including your suffering. Remember this: when God
to do an impossible task, He often takes an impossible individual and crushe
him. This is because He wants to reshape you so that you might be a vital
instrument in His almighty hand!
'

WORRY

This meditation is dedicated to all of you who have worried in the past, all
who are now worried, and all of you who may be making plans to worry in the
In Proverbs 3: 5 and 6 we are given some good guidelines as to how we can han
anxiety. This familiar passage exhorts us, "Trust in the Lord with all your
and do not lean on your own understanding. In all your ways acknowledge Him,
He will make your paths straight."
The first rule for any intelligent Bible study is to determine the context.
note that this section of the book is addressed to "My son." This definition
appears again and again in the first three chapters of Proverbs. Solomon is
some wise fatherly advice.
Notice that there are four verbs in these two verses. They are all the actio1
words "trust " "lean not " "acknowledge '' and ''make straight " Three of the
'
' directed to ' the child of God. In these strong
terms ' are actually
commands,
ings we have something like an outline. My part is to trust, to refuse to le
something, and to acknowledge. God's promise in return is that He will make
straight my path.

.

One is also impressed with the use of the personal pronoun "your." The .Oiris·
tian's responsibility in a given situation is to trust with all your heart, t
refuse to lean on your understanding, to acknowledge the Lord in all your ways
that He might make straight your paths. The main idea of these verses is that
am to trust in my Lord without reservation with all my heart. As a result, He
makes my path straight. And what is involved in trusting with all my heart?
Negatively, I am not to lean on my own understanding, while positively, I am ti
acknowledge Him in all my ways.
Consider this important term, "trust." At the root of this is tpe idea of th
ing oneself down; lying extended on the ground; casting all one's hopes fort
present and future upon another, finding shelter and security there. This s.
term in the Hebrew appears in Proverbs ll:28, "He who trusts in his riches w1l
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righteous will flourish like. the g:een leaf.". Money is ne:rer see wealth can only bring sad disappointment. Riches soon fail and
ly
'They don't deserve our trust. We are, literally, commanded by
;~y~urselves completely, fully, and absolutely upon Him.
t the word "heart." In the Old Testament this term doesn't refer to
a an m· the chest which pumps the blood. It is used throughout the
org
· t h at part of us wh.ch
·
ference to our inner person. I t is
i
constitutes
our intellect emotion, will, conscience and even our personality. We
old back in any area of our beings. If we face it properly, this is a
assigrunent!

e consider "understanding." Literally we should read it, "And upon
tanding do not lean." This has reference, of course, to human undere aren't to tum first to our own limited point of view. The Hebrew
an here means to support oneself. It occurs in Judges 16 :26 where
leaned on the huge pillars supporting that Philistine temple. Undertrong ne gati ve , "Do not le an on your own understanding."
to spend an exhausting day, try to work out your circumstances by leanhuman viewpoint. When you hit a deadend street, back out. Try a
·c; a pin?i of fear. Add a tablespoon of worry; three c1:1Ps of schempint of pills. When you are through, look back cu:d consi~er where you
1his is almost guaranteed to be an excellent recipe for instant deThe Lord asks, ''Why worry when you can trust?" While we seem to live
, "Why trust when you can worry?"
001

ways we are to acknowledge Him. This means to recognize or to call to
your difficult circumstances are you cognizant of God's presence? He
at He wants to make straight our paths. The original idea has the coning something smooth or right. It includes the thought of removing
les in the way. When the Lord is fully re lied upon to handle a given
He will thoroughly smooth out our path. It will never be half-heartedly!
der a practical and extended paraphrase of the text. "Throw yourself
lll!on. the Lord. That is, cast all your present and future needs on Him
intimate Savior God, finding in Him your security and safety. Do this
your mind, feeling, and will. In order to make this possible you must
support yourself on the crutch of human ingenuity. Instead, recognize
ce and ~oncem in each one of your circumstances. Then, He will smooth
e straight your paths, removing each obstacle along the way."
ever, this is a personal promise for you right now. The Lord wants you
r these two verses as though they were addressed to you, which they
Second, never forget that God will do His part if you will do yours.
de ar~ your :esponsibility; the promises are His. Don't forget, your
5 His!
Third, the Lord wants our unrestrained trust. Have you disy nCM that our Heavenly Father doesn't play games? So many times we show
d~~fully. lacking 0- total trust. Fourth, there isn't any area which He
Th • No~ice the twice-repeated "all": "all your heart" and "all your
leeoLord is_the divine specialist in every circumstance, especially the
Lor~e~ . . Fifth, !his i~ basically saying, "Be constant, be occupied
e to·
Wou~d this typify your life? Remember that you will find it
worry if you are constantly occupied with the Lord. The two can't

ds

Take Proverbs 3: 6 , removing the words "all your
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ways." In place of the three, mentally write your nwnber one worry. In 0
words, fill in the blank with your current anxiety. "Trust in the LORD Wi
your heart, and don't lean on your own understanding; in . . . (blank) . . .
acknowledge Hirn, and He will make your paths straight." Let the Lord take
thing that is eating away at you, child of God. Refuse to brood over it any
longer. Cast that worry upon Hirn and in doing so, cast yourself upon Him.
doubt and stop that worrying! Stand back and watch Hirn work. On the autho
of God's promises, He will work it out. I dare you to find out first hand fi
yourself.

RESOLUTIONS
New Year's Resolutions never have really thrilled me.
covenant and then break it shortly thereafter. The only resolution I can e
member keeping is the one made several years ago. I vowed never to make ano
resolution! I do believe, however, that it is often possible and worthwhile
choose a single verse or passage of Scripture at the first of a new year, cal
it to mind as the months roll by. God has blessed this procedure in my l ife
a number of years. So, instead of a resolution for 1976, let us claim a por
God's Word.
The passage I have in mind for this rnedi tation is I Peter 5: 5-7. "You younge
likewise be subject to your elders. And, all of you, clothe yourselves with
mili ty toward one another; for God is opposed to the proud, but gives grace ti
humble. Hwnble yourselves, therefore, under the mighty hand of God, that he
exalt you at the proper time, casting all your anxiety upon Hirn; because he c
for you." "Likewise" ties in this pass age with the con text. We should actu
go all the way back to chapter two, picking up the main thought in the writer'
mind. In verse 13 we are exhorted, "Submit yourselves for the Lord's sake to
every human institution, whether to a king, as the one in authority, or to go
nors, as sent by him for the punishment of evildoers, and the praise of those
do right."
"Submit" is the key to Peter's remarks. Literally in the Greek it means " to
under." It is a military term signifying falling in rank under the authority
another; taking one's place under the command of a higher officer. Thus, ho
hold slaves are admonished to fall in rank under the authority of their rnas te
(2: 18). Wives are told to do this with respect to their husbands (3: 1). Ag ·
husbands are likewise expected to fall in rank under the Lord's direction (3: 7
The idea also appears later where angels are said to be under the higher r ank·
role of the Lord Jesus Christ (3:22).
It is a significant observation to find at least three main thoughts in Peter'
mind. First, the apostle tells us to "clothe" ourselves. Second, he gives us
llllderstanding of the garment that we are to put on. Third, an important aspe
our attire is developed as we must "cast" certain things from our minds if we
to be dressed correctly from a spiritual standpoint.
As to our clothing, we are to put on "hurnili ty toward one another."

We are in·
terested to see that the aging apostle directs his first remarks to younger rren
They are told to fall in rank under the authority of those who are their senio
The command is then broadened so that it includes all of us together. The Gree
word translated "clothe" is the term meaning "to tie in a knot." The household
slaves would frequently tie a towel around themselves before doing their wor~,
like a homemaker today puts on an apron before fixing a meal. In the narratl ve
16

d th t on the night our Savior spent with His disciples before He
· ~ and then crucified, Qirist arose from supper, laid aside His
~~tig a towel girded Himself about and began to wash the disciples'
"girded" re ally means this tenn "clothe." Peter then gives us the
hould tie this garment on for ourselves. "God is opposed to the
v!s grace to the hwrble." This is an axiomatic statement drawn from
nt. 'The Lord stands c:gains~ and resists the proud. Vfuen we bow
brace ourselves in foolish pride we_have l?st the battle. Wh~n_we
1 in rank, accepting whatever He brings, with an agreeable spirit,
all the necessary grace.
is "consent" based on verse six. The literal rendering gives us the
g oneself low," "consenting to the desire of others," "serving others."
t 1976 has stored up for you it will come through God's mighty hand.
g for you to consent o: to yield_ and surrender to it witho~t a stubfight. 1his is possible only if you look upon the experience as
ly from God's mighty hand. You see, God has already arranged the
e new year. While that bogles the mind it is still true! He has deials, hurdles, pressing circumstances, and each sudden jolt with you
don't you change your habits instead of blaming someone else, or
er against the Lord, or feeling as though fate is against you. One
sses it beautifully, "I am willing to receive what you give. I am
ack what you would withhold. I am willing to be what you require."
say this, you are entering the new year without proper clothing. The
genuinely submissive spirit is absent and you are headed for another
of months of irritation, impatience and disharmony. If you can say
on the verge of experiencing some of the most exciting days of your
, because God promises to exalt you at the proper time. The Lord never
ose who are clothed with a willingness to consent.
cast all of our anxiety and concern on the Lord. Should
experience after another your way in 1976, the natural
e is anxiety. This term "anxiety" is a strange one in the Greek. It
_of drawing about in different directions; distraction, preoccupied
ing cares. Martha had to learn that lesson (Luke 10:38-42). Instead
led out of shape in this direction or that, trying to work things out
, tmload those feelings of being overwhelmed onto the Lord. This is a
out any question! Hanging onto the pressures of life, being llllWilling
mover to the Lord, is a subtle attitude of pride.
ing ~f a beautiful day when we fully realize that, as a child of
When you give Him your
a~~g those frust:ations, you have His compassion, love and mercy in
e :ews ~:15 reminds us that He sympathizes with our weaknesses. I
stlmg wi
my older brother while we were growing up in Texas. How
to hea~ him admit, "I give up!" We would strain and stretch every
'!15 tmtil one of us surrendered. God is waiting to hear those words
1~5 . t?o! He wants you to yield your whole being to His almighty hand.
A~~;11g a long, long time. Aren't you tired of strl)ggling and
t you weary of being a stubborn, proud person?
~e ObJects of His special care and concern.

0

out time
you t rie_
. d on some new attractive
.
.
nee
.
clothing
that would make all
elev ~ the world in your spiritual life? The God who saved you is
lin~l op / 0 u <:111d use you mightily if you will turn the controls over to
Clothy "a,~l m rank lillder His loving authority. It is as simple as
e,
Consent," and "Cast." Doing this, the months of the year
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could be exciting to contemplate.

"He.. c.ame.. .:to my de.J.> I<. wilh a quive..fliing lip, .:the.. le.'6J.> on Wa6 done..
'Have.. you a ne..w page.. non me.., de..a!L .:te..ac.he..n? I've.. J.>poile..d .:t!U,o
one...'
I .:tool<. hl6 page.. all J.> oile..d and blofte..d and gave rum a ne..w one.
all u.nJ.,pofted,
And into hl6 tined hecuz.,t I J.>mi..led, 'Vo beften now, my c.fUld. '
"I went :t.o :t.he .:thnone w,t;th a .:tnembling hecuz.,t, .:the yean Wa6

done.
'Have you a ne..w yean non me, dean Ma6.:ten? I've J.>poiled ;th,t,6
one.'
God tool<. my yean all J.>oile..d and blofted and gave me a new one
all UYLJ.>pofted,
Then into my tined hecuz.,t He J.>miled, 'You do beften now, my
c.hild. '"

ILLNESS
Jim Elliott wisely obsenred, "He is no fool who gives what he cannot keep , to
what he cannot lose!" One moment after you die you realize the real joy of g·
ing. Stop to consider what a difference it would make if you knew this we re
last week.
Dr. James Dobson shared a true story about one of his hospital experiences .
works with the Behavioral Research Department of U.S. C. and is the writer of
several helpful books. Dr. Dobson relates an incident about a little five ye,
old black boy. His mother looked like the classic picturesque woman who might
have served on a plantation years ago: large, loving, and beautiful right down
deep inside. She truly loved Jesus Christ with all her heart. Her little boy
dying of llmg cancer. She would come to the hospital day after day to vis it
little son. Incidentally, it may surprise you to know that children who die
terminal illnesses usually die alone. There is the difficult denial fact or of
their parents. The loved ones can hardly handle the pressure of being there ,
the time. Humanly speaking, who could fault them for that? This faithful mo
was different. Without fail she came everyday. Her little boy was suffe ring
believably. One night, after she had gone home, strange sounds came out of
room where the child was. In a rather excited tone, the dying lad was saying,
"I hear the bells! I hear the bells! They're ringing!" He was saying the s
thing all through the night. The nurses all thought very little about it, re
ing he was delirious. The next morning when the mother came, she walked t o th
nurses station to inquire, "How's my boy today?" They told her frankly, ''Well
he's hallucinating. He keeps talking about hearing bells. It's probably the
medication." The woman stopped short. Pointing her finger at the nurse she
corrected, "Listen to me. f\.1y boy isn't hallucinating! He's not out of his he
I told my son weeks ago that when the pain got so bad he couldn't breathe, tha·
he was going up to heaven to be with the Lord Jesus. And I reassured him that
when it got really bad, he should look up into the corner of his room, toward .
heaven, then to listen for the bells because they'd be ringing ... ringing for h
With that she quickly swept down the hall, turned into her son's room, and v~
the pathetic little form she had born. Picking him up gently, she held him 1n
big arms. Rocking gently he quietly talked about the bells until finally they
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see that mother and that child were able to face death because
:ey h~d in Jesus Christ, _who alone ~s the on~y way. What will it
0:
ty ake the decision to receive the Savior by faith? God loves you.
Hi;o:ide. Someday it will be time for your demise. Will you be able
bells?
RUMORS
oln's coffin was pried open twice. 1he first time was in 1887, 22 long
his assassination. Why? It wasn't to determine if he had died from a
from John Wilkes Booth's derringer. It was because of a rumor!
ept the country that his coffin was really empty. A select group of
served that the stories were totally false. A selected group watched
ket was resealed with lead. Believe it or not, a second time, 14 years
martyred man's withered body was viewed again. 1his time by even more
The reason was for the same grim purpose! False tales and speculation
nature had implanted doubts in the public's mind. 1he pressure mounted
ortions that the same goolish, grotesque ceremony had to be carried out
pite of the strong protests of Lincoln's son, Robert, the decayed body
to public view. Officials felt the rumor should be laid to rest once
ong with the Civil War president. So finally the corpse was permanently
a crypt in Springfield, Illinois.
Cruel is a better word. But then, rumors are like that. 1hey
"tative fact and direct source. Information is loosely disseminated,
Rumors are pandered by busy-bodies who cater to the sick
of petty people. 1hose who feed on rumors are small suspicious souls.
atisfaction trafficking in poorly-lit alleys, dropping subtle bombs that
minds by lighting the fuse of suggestion. 1hey find comfort in being
ocent channel of the unsure information, never the source. The ubiqy say," or "Have you heard?," or "I understand from others," provides
the rumor-spreader~
ard that the historical concrete Memorial Church is about to split," or
_d that Ferdinand and Flor are divorcing. She was unfaithful." Or,
is parents have a lot of money." Or, "Did you hear that Pastor Effenas asked to leave his former church?" Or, "Someone said they had to get
Or, "The word is out: he finally cheated his way to the top." Or,
cern to several people that she can't be trusted."
teiy_h?w certain Christians can play the sour minor melodies of gossip.
suspicions penetrate many a phone conversation or mealtime discussion.
there are. those. innocent type after-church fellowship times. Or, what
rel~ evenings with friends? The tongue is capable of prying open more
xposmg more skeletons in the closet and stirring up more scandalous
any other tool on earth.
'
';:r ideas oi: how to silence rumor-spreaders. First, identify the source
thsomeone is determined to share information damaging or hurtful, ret ~hsource be specifically stated. Second, support evidence with fact.
is be~rsay." R~fuse even to listen llllless it's honest-to-goodness
Rum eir:g connnunicated. You can tell! Truth is rarely vailed or uno~?~ade wh~n they are exposed to the light. Third, ask the person,
/ E (It is remarkable how quickly rumor-spreaders can tum four
• qually remarkable is the speed with which they can back-pedal.)
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Fourth, openly admit, "I don't appreciate hearing that." Now this approach
the strong. It might drive a wedge between you and the guilty party, but it
certainly the way to stop garbage delivery in your ears. Think it~!

TRANSCENDENTAL :MEDITATION
The word is out: "TM'' is in. Ask some of the well known entertainers and s
figures, or thousands of college kids, businessmen and housewives who endorse
They all seem to be "ooing" and "ahing" over a Hindu with a name that looks
misprint! Transcendental Meditation has become our national craze. As an e
of its popularity, a recent issue of "Scholastic Teacher," a national profes
journal for public school teachers, openly promoted 1M. It gave the locati
transcendental meditation pushers, and even suggested a special TM scholarsh
program for teachers.
Devotees around this gullible globe have developed a vast network of intemat
meditation society centers, 3600 of them, delcaring them to be the curse for
physical and emotional ills! Listen to the testimonies that accompany the p
ganda: "Thanks to 1M my grades are better." "I now have inner peace." "1M w1
for me." "No longer hooked on drugs, I'm addicted to TM, hallelujah!" One
wrote, "TM helped re lose 46 pc;mnds." A fellow said, "I was confused. I was
less and bitter, but 1M changed all that.'' A professional basketball player
claims it helps him make his foul shots. Mothers annmmce it gives them pati1
with small children. Merchants experience prosperity by practicing it. Sci
gain insight. Politicians gain public approval. Teens get ideas. Prisoners
pardons. Writers get ideas. Salesmen get orders. Habits are conquered. Ma
are saved. TM is "in."
Hold it! Stop this world and let Ire get on! Beneath TM' s surface rests a ph
ophy that is worse than dangerous. It is demonic! Behind that guru smile is
set of teeth whose fangs spread the venom of ancient Indian writings linked
rectly with hardcore Hinduism. Such literature includes sacrificial incant at
formulas used by magicians who practiced the black arts. Friend, TM is witch
wrapped in a clean-white bedsheet, and don't you forget it. It appears attrai
and gentle, humble and innocent. It is not! It is damnable!
How does TM work? Well, a client at a TM center pays the fee and receives in·
structions in return. This includes the giving of a mantra with simple di rec
A mantra is a secret individualized word that is to be used repeatedly during
meditation sessions. The repeating of this mantra, the same as in hinduism, ·
signal asking assistance from the spirit world. Through rigid, disciplined
practice the TM disciple develops the ability to make contact with spirits ~d
thereby gains the so-called assistance he desires. The Encyclopedia Britarm1
defines mantra, "A Sanskrit word meaning a sacred utterance considered to pos
supernatural power." Webster calls it "a mystical formula."
Will you get results if you practice 1M? Yes, indeed. Will things happen i~
consistently apply the mystical formula from the mantra? Like you won't be lle·
Chances are you will get more than you bargained for! You will get much m?r~
assistance. You will get a glimpse of the Guru's guru, but he won't be sIIlll1n,
and before long neither will you. It is satanic! Think it over.
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STAYING ALERT
a muscle that needs to be stretched in order to stay sharp. It needs
d and pushed to perform properly. Let that mind get idle and lazy on
·n become a pitiful mass of flab in an unbelievably brief period of
stretch your mind? What are some good mental exercises that will keep
swept away? Here are three simple suggestions. First of all, read!
too crippled and too poor to travel, but between the covers of a book
insights and scenes that await the joy of discovery. William Tyndale
years when he was imprisoned. Shortly before his martyrdom he wrote to
r asking for these things : "a wanner cap, a candle, a piece of cloth to
ggings but above all I beseech your clemency to permit me to have my
e Heb~w grammar and Hebrew dictionary that I may spend time in study."
your perception will be magnified through reading.

of

read widely, read slowly. Scan on occasion. Read history as well as
'ts; magazines and periodicals, as well as classics and poetry; biognovels as well as the daily news and devotionals. You don't have much
ther did John Wesley but his passion for reading was so severe he made it
his schedule. He read mostly on horseback. He rode between fifty and
s a day with a book propped up on his saddle. He got through thousands
through his lifetime. Knowing that reading attacks thickness of thought,
d many a younger minister either to read or to get out of the minis try.
Conversation adds the oil needed to keep our mental machinery runnly. The give and take involved in rap sessions, the question-answer
connected to discussion, provides the grinding wheel needed to keep us
too much of our talk is surface jargon, shallow, predictable, obvious
ss. Leave the discussion of people and weather to the newscasters.
ideas, issues, controversial subjects, things that really matter. Ask
''why" and "how," rather than "what" or "when."

as considered wise not because he knew all the answers but because he
o ask the right questions. Few experiences are more stimulating than
-eyeball, soul-to-soul talks that force us to think and reason through
ite! Thoughts disentangle themselves over your lips through your
1he_old grey matter increases its creases when you put it down on
tart a Journal. This is far more than a diary. A journal doesn't record
do but rather what you think. It spells out ideas, feelings, struggles,
s, dreams. In short, a journal helps articulate who you are. Who
~r memoirs might make the best-seller list in the year 2,000!
(If the
t co1!18!) And speaking of that, why not try writing an article for your
magazine?_ Editors are on a constant safari for rare species like you!
aeon provi~es a perfect close to hang on these lines, "Reading maketh ·
man, speaking a ready man, writing an exact man." Think it over!
THINK IT OVER
c~urage to meet seemingly insurmountable obstacles. Do you remember
. arla? She was a flirt
She winked at Galveston and whistled past
l'lsti • She b attered city
. . after city with her devastation. Her previous
warned that she would be wild and wicked, but few people seemed to
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believe those rumors which blew in from the fickle waters of the Gulf. Not
was she wicked, she was also expensive and mean. That mid-September day back
1961 cost four hundred million dollars, not to mention 40 precious lives .
my ~losest friends lived through that ordeal, s~ending two days and ni~hts in
attic, surrollllded by rattlesnakes, water moccasins and other "sassy" vis itors
had been flushed out of their habitat into his house. Does he have the s tori
tell and scars to prove them! I would compare the courage of hundredS like h'
endured the dangers of Carla's rage to anyone who has courted one of death's s
ters and lived to tell the results. Such action has several names: bravery
au~aci ty, chivalry, heroism, confidence, nerve, and a few nicki_iame~: guts ,
gristle, backbone, pluck, spunk. Whatever you choose to call it, it has neve ·
its match. The heights of the Himalayas only encourage it. The depths of the
Caribbean merely excite it. The sounds of war stimulate it . . The difficulty
job motivates it. The demands of competition inspire it. The presence of
odds re in force it. Criticism challenges it. Adventure arouses it. Danger ·
it. Threats quicken it. Courage is another word for inner strength; presence.
mind in danger; determination to "hang in there," to venture, persevere, withs
It has real keeping power.

&ti

This is what kept the pioneers in those covered wagons, in spite of adverse e
men ts and enemy arrows. This is what makes the amputee reject pity, once ag ·
taking life by the throat. It is what forces every married couple, having t
never to say "Let's tenninate." Courage is what helps the divorcee face t omo
It is what keeps the student in his books despite last week's failure. It ke
the young mother going with her children regardless of her own energy crisi s .
Courage keeps the one who shares _his faith, faithful, even in the face of neg
and harsh reactions from the hostile and antagonistic inhabitants of this pl
David had it when he grabbed for his sling to face Goliath. Daniel demons tra
when he refused to worship the golden statue in Babylon. Elijah evidenced i t
he faced the prophets of Baal at Carmel. Job showed it when he was covered wi
boils and surrollllded by misunderstanding. Moses turned to it when he stood ag.
Pharoah, refusing to be intimidated. The fact is, it is impossible to live vi
toriously for Christ without courage!

1

God thrice spoke in command to Joshua, "Be strong and courageous!" Are you?
Let it be remembered that real courage isn't limited to the battlefield nor to
Indianapolis 500, nor catclling a thief in your house, nor witnessing agains t
opposition. The real inner tests of courage are much broader, deeper, quieter,
more demanding. As someone has said, "It's kinda like growing old. That' s t
to be sure, but when you consider the alternative, it ain't bad!"
You will probably never be asked to share your attic with a rattler. Yet., eve
in some way, your courage will be tested. Your confrontations may not be as e
ing as a beachhead landing, or sailing around Cape Hom, or a space walk. It
be as simple as saying "no." It may be as uneventful as facing a pile of I mm
with a positive attitude. It may be a struggle within yourself between right
wrong. You see, God's medal of honor winners are made in secret because their
most courageous acts occurred down deep inside, away from the stonn of public
knowledge. Think it over!

Re..ve..fLe..nd Swindoll ~ PCl6tofL
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Fulle..flton, CaLtnotLnia
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WILL WE KNOW OUR
LOVED ONES IN HEAVEN?
By: Dr. Lehman Strauss
great deal of confusion concerning the. aspect of recognitioi: in heaven.
cuss ion it is important t? use only Scripture as our fo1:ffidation. ~ere
surmising nor speculation, but rather absolute certainty regarding
0
• The human race is the crown of all that our heavenly Father has
existence by His power. The remarkable strides man has made in
0
research and development are an indication of the treasures of genius
has put at our disposal.
roken thread in human history there has been a deep conviction that the
being created couldn't be fulfilled in this short earthly span. Ree after-life is a universal concept which has prevailed among cultured
and poets, untutored pagans, and peoples of the world. All those who
born again through personal faith in the Lord Jesus Olrist will be toheaven throughout all the eternal ages. Some have gone to their eternal
ers of us are still in our temporal clw"ellings. The Olristian family
y separated, but we are not divided. In a coming hour we all shall be
th each other, forever with the Lord. The language of Scripture has
o say about these people who died. For example, Genesis 25:8 tells us
gave up the ghost and died in a good old age, an old man full of
as gathered to his people. When the believer dies he is gathered tmto
e. I have a godly mother who is in heaven today. It is only reason~ t~at when God saved me , He would also take me where He is , for my
ith Him.
~cifically states that "The dead in Olrist shall rise first; then we

ive and remain unto the coming of the Lord shall be caught up with
clouds. to meet the Lord in the air, and so shall we ever be with the
essalon~ans ~:13-18). When I get to glory there will be something
ther which will enable me to recognize her.
ords in the New Testament for death is "departure " Paul testified in
"For I am nCM ready to be offered, and the ti~ of my departure is
che Greek word used metaphorically is a nautical term, as when a vessel
a or to loose from its moorings and set sail. Sometimes it is also used
d ~ concept, as when an army breaks camp to move on. In the ancient
g~~~ used for freeing someone from chains, as well as a severing of
rom the loom. This is the picture of death in the Bible.

~6 •

~ayffrom horn~ many times to minister the Word of God in some distant
t~ n\ feeling gui te like that which is aroused when the time comes

Paul {' elove~ wife. It is so good to know that I am heading home.
rote ~d of his desire to depart and to be with Olrist which is ' far
ese words from a Roman prison amidst suffering. There were
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aches and pains in his body. He was uncomfortable and the torment was al
bearable at times. There are some of you reading these words who are Pass ·
through deep waters. You have lost loved ones. Your old body is beginning
out; the aches and pains are closing in upon you. Remember, there is s o~
better ahead. One of these days, if the Lord doesn't return in your lifeti
will take you by means of death not only to Himself, but also to those loved
who are over yonder waiting for you.
The scene on the Molfilt of Transfiguration is generally accepted as
of what we call "heavenly recognition." After death the spirit is clothed w·
"spirit-body" that is recognizable. This fact was in evidence when Jesus t
Peter, James and John up into the holy mount. There were revealed before en
and His disciples, Moses and Elijah. These two Old Testament saints didn't
as angels or ghosts, but Luke says, "There talked with him two men, which we
Moses and Elijah" (9: 30). Not only were Moses and Elijah recognizable by th
but they were known to the disciples. Peter even wanted to make three t aber
nacles, one for the Lord, and the others for Moses and Elijah (9:33). 1be
disciples only had limited earthly vision. When we arrive in our glorified
with heavenly vision, we are most certainly going to recognize those with wh
associated here on earth.
When the rich man died and went to hades, "he lifted up his eyes, being i n t
men ts, and seeth Abraham afar off." This proves both recognition and rememb
in the future life. If, in the abode of the lost with its limitations of spi
itual wisdom and perception, there is feeling and recognition, how much grea
will be the affinity and knowledge of our loved ones in the eternal home of
deemed. There vision and knowledge aren't limited.
Heaven is revealed as a social place where enjoyment and fellowship are set f1
lfilder the figure of the feast. Jesus declared, "And I say unto you that many
shall come from the east and west, and shall sit down with Abraham, and Isaac
and Jacob, in the kingdom of heaven" (Matthew 8: ll) . Certainly the patriar
and prophets knew each other at this holy festival. Even so will the saved
every quarter of the earth. The apostle Paul taught that heaven was a place
mutual recognition for the children of God. In his first epistle to the Thess
lonians he penned, "For what is our hope, or joy, or crown of rejoicing? Are
even ye in the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ at his corning? For ye are
glory and joy" (I Thessalonians 2: 19, 20). Paul fully expected to meet the ci
verts from Thessalonica in heaven. He knew he could distinguish them from o
He also proclaimed, "As also ye have acknowledged us in part, that we are your
joicing, even as ye also are ours in the day of the Lord Jesus" (II Cor. 1:14)
The apostle also speaks of the whole family in heaven and earth (Ephesians 3:1
How sad if we had to live throughout eternity as strangers. Such would ce rt·
not be a home.
1

Death is a release for this mortal body of humiliation. We know that to depa
and be with Christ is far better. We should be joyful, even in our sorrow , whi
God releases a loved one from this world of woe to take him or her to Himself.
Isaac Watts expressed this great truth, "There is a land of pure delight where
saints inunortal reign, Infinite day excludes the night, and pleasures banish
pain." Why should we begrudge our loved ones this final journey when God s
them home? How utterly wrong such an attitude is! Paul spoke with assurance,
''We are confident, I say, and willing rather to be absent from the body, and t
be present with the Lord" (II Corinthians 5: 8). The passing of a Christian fr
this world isn't a departure into an lilknown world. It is going to the place
possible for us by the Savior Himself. He promised, "I go to prepare a pl ace
you" (John 14:2). It is true that there is a certain strangeness about death

1
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the onceness of the exper~ence. None of us who are. living on the ~arth
one through it before. Still, we need have no fear if we are trusting
~d "l am the resurrection and the life; he that believeth in me, though

dead: yet shall he live."
ord used in the Bible to explain death is "exodus." In the King James
it appears twice, being translated "decease." Our Lord used the word on
rount when He was trans ~igured be fore Moses 1 Eli j ah, Peter, James and
spoke of His exodus which He woul~ accomplish at Je~ale~ (Luke 9:31).
get the point? Our Lord spoke ·Of His going out from this life as an
bment. Something special would be fulfilled and completed. Oirist' s
to be a way out of sin and judgment for the human race. His departure
neans of le adj ng us out of bondage.
takes us back to the book of Exodus where we have the record of God's
ing out of Egypt. For them it was a way out of bondage into liberty.
the turning point in the nation's history. The exodus of Christ at
as the turning point in the world's history.
o used this word speaking of his own demise. He observed, "I stir you up
g you in remembrance, knowing that shortly I must put off this my taberven as our Lord Jesus Oirist hath showed me. Moreover, I will endeavor
may be able after my decease (or my exodus) to have these thing; always in
ce." Death was a deliverance from the enslavements of this present life.
ay out from the gloom of this old life to the glory of etemity. Death
child of God is an accomplishment. The body, at its best, is a frail tent.
children of Israel in Egypt, we are pursued by foes. The world, the
the devil, weakness, sickness, old age, all pursue hard upon us. The body
we live is not nearly as important as the man who lives in the body. We
ly pilgrims and strangers here on earth (I Peter 2 :ll). It is so easy to
apped up in the things of this brief life that we forget our coming
As believers in Onist we can look forward to the end of life without
It will be the sweet release of being absent from the body and at home with
• Death and the grave aren't a blind alley but rather a thoroughfare to
itself. Men may talk about "the great unknown," "the leap into the dark,"
at beyond," but this isn't the language of God's Word.
ath is. a departure, an exodus, a going out, it follows, my dear friends,
are going some place. We will definitely be with our loved ones. We will
em when we get there. The Scriptures remind us, "Now I know in part, but
all I know even as also I am known " One day the saints on earth will be
d with the saints in heaven.
.

"The.y will me.e..t U6, -6 mile. avtd gfl.e.e.t U6,
Thal.Se. we've. loved, who've. gone. be.nofl.e..
We. I.Shall t)ivtd the.m at the. poJLtctl6,
Find oWL be.au:tinul immofl.tctl6,
Whe.vt we. fl.e.ac.h that Mcilavtt -6 hofl.e.."
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REVELATION
By: Dr. Lloyd T. Anderson
Looking at eternity ahead for the saved, those who love the Lord Jesus
personal Savior, there are many things which will be awaiting us. The rede
will include those who have been glorified either through death and resurre
who have been raptured at the Lord's coming, without seeing death. The Chu
have experienced glorification through transformation. The martyred Tribul
saints will have already experienced glorification through resurrection by
we come to Revelation 21:10.
Others included among the saved will be the redeemed during the Tribulation
will enter the Millennium in their natural bodies, as well as children born
the Millennium who won't follow the devil in his rebellion at the close of
Kingdom. Because of the majesty of this marvelous condition, "The nations o
which are saved shall walk in the light of the celestial city, and the kings
the earth do bring their glory and honor into it" (Revelation 21:24).
Some of the things which will characterize our condition in that coming day ·
elude the fact that we will be worshipping the Lord forever in that celes ti
There will be concourse and travel throughout the uni verse. In our resurrec
bodies tremendous things are in store. While we are in this body now there
jarring notes which spoil the praise and coldness of spirit that chills our
giving. It is only God's matchless grace that encourages the believer to kn
his poor worship is accepted by the Lord. V\lhen we get to heaven it will be e:
ti rely different. There will be a glorious unison of heart, pure, untainted,
ceasing worship. We need to learn how really to worship the Lord. So many
churches are just a noisy bedlam. Happy fellowship is one thing, but there
a moment in worship when we ought to be still and quiet before the Lord in th
beauty of holiness.
Another thing that will characterize the believer is eternal service (22: 3).
There will be constant labor for the Lord and yet no weariness or failure . W
will have our new bodies and minds. In joy and freedom our service foreve r w·
be one of pure love, without a flaw. Everything will be of grace. We don' t
really know what God means when He says that His servants will serve Him. Pe
the Lord will give each of us something to perform forever concerning our own
spiritual gifts. You may be sure that it will be a wonderful hour, without b
<lorn or wasted time. Best of all, there won't be the presence of sin.
1

Something else that should gladden our hearts is that fact that we will be lo
upon 01.rist's wonderful face (22:4). "And they shall see His face." The Ps .
prayed, "As for me, I will behold thy face in righteousness, I will be satis fli
when I awake with Thy likeness" (Psalm 17:15). Even though we have problems,
suffering, pain and bereavement now, one day we shall see His face forever and
forever.
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"And His Name shall be in their foreheads" (22: 4) We will openly
ad,bear His Name, signi:fy~g th:;tt we belong to Him. We are bran~ed
~'s CMll '!he Jewish high priest, when fully dressed as the officer
£ J hovah. had a plate of burnished gold upon the mitre over his brCM!l.
0 n;raved' the great Name of God Almighty, the One whom he was serving.
the new Jerusalem are all pries ts , as well as kings. '!he name of
rsand God is there to tell of the dignity, office and transcendent
ni.e noble knights in ?lden days ha~ ~eir _ribbons ::ind ~ose in _whom
lighted, had their cha111s of gold, 111dicating stand111g with their
In the new Jerusalem all those who love the Lord, there forever and
ts of God, will have the name of the all-ruling Lord UJ?On their foresh~s exaltation, honor and blessedness to the very highest degree.
and holy privilege will be ours!

\n

(]i.arles Kettering, the great business magnate, who once declared, "My
in the future, because I'm going to spend the rest of my life there."
d be my personal testimony. If you aren't a believer in Jesus Quist
in eternity forever and ever, but you won't be in heaven! You will be
ile this is a tragic thing to say, it is true as revealed in the intures. This is exactly what God has said. One of the tragic things
n't just its intensified suffering, loneliness, darkness, and fire,
e ravenous eating of the heart through memory. Forever the llllbeliever
what he could have done had he been willing to accept Jesus Olrist.
ry one of us there is an etemi ty ahead.

minds no one can comprehend how long etemi ty really is. Someone
it by suggesting we imagine this earth as nothing but sand. Then conird which could fly from a far away planet to this earth carrying with
tiny grain of that sand. The rolllld trip would take a thousand years.
begin to grasp how long it would take for that little creature to
from this world every grain of sand to be folllld here; one grain at a
thousand years. The time required for this to be done would simply be
e bucket in comparison to etemi ty. Make no mistake, you will spend
here. It will either be in heaven or in hell. What you do with
as personal Savior determines the difference.
· ~ ~e Lord forever if we know Jesus Christ as our own personal
m ~ts:lf is a remarkable thing! What a privilege it must have been
ly disciples to be with the Lord some three years, knowing Him inti:sonally, talking and walking with Him, as well as hearing His words
Listen, there is a coming day when we will no longer be living by
do no.v .. It will be glorious sight. Paul observes that future hour
t we will "meet the Lord in the air and so shall we ever be with
ver forget that God's age-long purPose has been to dwell with His
In that moment it will be finally and fully realized forever.
rist means that we will have a sinless and glorified body. John furl~• ."~eloved, now are we the sons of God, and it doth not yet appear
~tli ut ';le. know tha~ when He shall appear, we shall be like Him"
_er similar proIDlses are given too (see Philippians 3:20 21·
•'lllSain ts a re spiritually
· ·
'
'
'
like the Lord
Jesus Olrist now in a relann:'~~\Jihe s::m<;:ti:fying work of the Holy Spirit we are being confonnl b
.ke spiritual likeness of our Savior. At the Rapture of the
ctle 1i e _our Lord as to His glorified body. Our minds will again
rf~ ~ did Adam and Eve before they fell into sin. Our bodies will
arsc hand fre: from all the effects of sin which have accumulated
0
uman history.

f
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1he believer will reign with Christ eteTilally (22:5). We will never cease
with the Lord. D. L. Moody wrote in the flyleaf of his Bible, "The light
is the face of Jesus; the joy of heaven is the presence of Jesus; the me1
heaven is the name of Jesus; the hannony of heaven is the praise of Jesus.
theme of heaven is the work of Jesus; the employment of heaven is these~
Jesus; the duration of heaven is the eteTili ty of Jesus; and the fullness of
is Jesus Himself."
It has been well said that heaven is the center of the Christian's universe
bolll1d to it by eight golden links. We should remember that our Father is
our Savior is there, our home is there, our name is there, our life is the
heart is there, our intelligence is there, and our citizenship is there. I
heaven that beauty reaches perfection. In that celestial land there will
heartaches, graves, or darkness. Never forget that the only way to heaven
personal faith in Jesus Christ (John 14:6).
Charles H. Spurgeon tells an interesting story of one who dreamed in great
of mind about religion. He thought he stood in the outer court of heaven,
seeing a glorious host of people marching up to the gate, singing a hynm.
bore banners of victory and passed by him through the beautiful gate. He
hear from a distance sweet strains of music. When he asked who they were h
told, "1hese are the goodly fellowship of the prophets who have gone to be
Lord." He breathed a deep sign, realizing he could never enter by that cat
Not long after another group came, equally wonderful and triumphant in appe
1hey were all robed in white. As they got to the portals there were shouts
come and praise within. When he asked again, he was told, "1hese are the g
fellowship of the apostles." 1he man wept, realizing, "I didn' t be long to
group and I can't enter in." Still he waited and lingered in the hopes that
might be able to go through the pearly gates to heaven. 1he next crowd didn
courage him at all for they were the nob le army of martyrs . The company aft1
them were ministers, evangelists and missionaries, which wasn't an assembly
could join. At last he saw a larger host than all the others put together.
were marching and singing most irelodiously. In front of them walked a woman
was a sinner, as well as the thief who died on the cross. He saw others of
there might be questionable concern relative to their character. He thought
himself, "Surely there will be no shouting or cries of welcome for them." T
astonishment, it seemed as if all heaven broke loose with sevenfold triumphs
joy as they entered. 1he angel nearby explained, "1hese are they who were
sinners, but saved by the mighty grace of God." With that word the man brigh
"Blessed be God. I can go in through heaven's gates with this group!" Then
suddenly was awakened out of sleep. Dr. Spurgeon told that story with trere:
effect again and again. 1he good news is just that! Blessed be God, you an
too, can go in with that company together, washed in the blood of the . Lamb.
1

1

The Scripture affirms that the heavenly city comes down out of heaven from
1here the Lord will wipe away all tears. Fanny Crosby wrote,
When my line' -6 wo!r.k ~ ended, and 1 C/Lo-6-6 .the '6We.lling tide,
When .the bJzight and glofliouo manning I -6hail '6ee,
I -6hall know my Redeemen when I neaeh .the othen '6ide,
And H~ -6 mil.e will be .the M1L6t to weleome me.

on
on

on

ThMugh the gate-6
.the edy in a nobe
-6poileM while
He will lead me whene no teaM will even nail.
In .the glad '6ong
age-6 I -6ha1.l mlngle wL.th delight,
Fon 1 long to meet my Savion M1L6t
al.l.

on
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a glorious day when you who believe in Jesus Quist will see the
face.
we read in Revelation the wor<:15 of Quist, "I am Alpha and_ Omega." In
• 8 we find His avowal of onunpotence. Alpha, of course, is the be1
ett~r of the Greek alphabe~ while Omega i~ the e~ding. Ou~ Lord Jesus
the all-inclusive revelation of the reality, bemg and existence of God
'Ihe second reference is Revelation 1: 10 and 11. Here the Savior rethat He is the Lord of time and history. All the unfolding ages are in
John is corrnnanded to write the future as Christ reveals it, sending
a,;tion to the churches. 'Ihe third place is found in Revelation 21: 5 and 6.
is affinned that ()iris~ is th<:> Lord God c;>f
new orde~ and_ the new
1he last time this impressive expression is used is in this wonderful
Revelation 22:12 and 13. Here it is affinned of our Redeemer that He is
of all things. He tells us, ":My reward is with me, to give every man
g as his workS shall be." He is the great Judge of the earth, sitting in
·on upon time, history and creation. All four of these great scriptural
are simply affinnations of the deity of our wonderful Savior.

tJ:e

tion of the deity of our Lord is given in this epilogue (22:16). Christ
"I am the root and the offspring of David." This is a reference to the
·cal descent from the great king of Israel. Jesus, according to the flesh
uman body, came from- David. Notice the Scripture says, "I am the root of
That identical expression is found in Revelation 5 :5. A tree obviously
its roots. The root is first, then afterward the sprout, the trunk and
ches. This simply is an avowal that our Lord Jesus Christ came before
Isaiah 11: 10 refers to Him as the "root of Jesse." He existed before
father existed. Their spiritual life, as ours, originated in Christ. Beaham was, before Jesse was, before David was, this great God existed who
them and gave them their heavenly assignment.
beautiful scene to realize that Jesus Christ is revealed on almost every
the wonderful book of Revelation. This is the apocalypse, the unveiling
closure of our Savior as we view Him as Judge, King and Sovereign. Jesus,
of God, isn't just another man who flashed upon the screen of history
g so~ new ethic. His death wasn't simply that of a distinguished martyr.
providence of God, the Lord Himself descended from heaven, wrapped in human
~rou~h the womb of a virgin woman, He offered Himself as a sacrifice for
1i:i His own Body. Christ's blood and atonement washes away all our
~s1or:s when we trust and believe in Him. Afterward the Savior was properly
m His resurrection and ascension up to glory. He was and is King forall God's creation. He is truly "the Alpha and Omega, the root and the
g of David."
.r that a~l the qualities, attributes and perfections of Jehovah are also
at~nbutes and pefections of Jesus Oirist Himself. Whatever is said
~ holiness and glory of God is also true of the manifestation of God in
e~I (J~hn 12:37-41). Jesus properly told the people of His own day here on
T . ffi:1 my Father are one." The Father and the Son are one in the mystery
trinity. _There are not two or three immutable, eternal, infinite, ome and onunpotent gods • When we arrive in glory and mingle with the saints
ntgol~n str':'ets, it is my personal conviction that we shall not see three
L go • This would be basic paganism and idolatry. We will rather see
ir~~d God ~esus. Jehovah Qirist! The only God we shall ever feel is the
e dewho lives m our hearts and in whose po.ver we shall be raised from
·b tad. There are no attributes of the Lord God Jehovah which are not also
u es and perfections of the Lord Jesus Christ Himself as well.

Ji,5 •
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Consider the innnutabili ty of God, which means His lillchangingness. Hebrews
tells us that the Lord laid the foundations of the earth in the beginnin
heavens are. the work. of His h~ds. Though. the~ perish, He rerna~ns. We ~pe
God's eternity. Christ also is from eternity in the same lillending life as
the Lord God Himself. In the beautiful prophecy of Micah 5: 2 we read of Be
"Yet out of thee shall He come forth that is to be the ruler in Israel, Who
in gs forth have been from of old, from ever las ting.'' There was no time no
etemi ty of the etemi ties, when Jesus Christ did not live, though He w~ b
virgin physically in that little town of Bethlehem.
In John 8: 58 we have Christ affinning, "Verily, verily, I say unto you, bef
Abraham was, I am." Paul similarly avows in Colossians 1: 17, "Jesus Christ
fore all things, and by Christ all things exist." All things hold together
Him (Hebrews 1: 3). "In the beginning was Christ, and Christ was with God
Christ was God!' "All things were made by Him and without Him was not anyth·
that was made" (John 1: 3). After the very substance of creation has passed
nothingness, our Lord Jesus Christ will still be God over all, blessed fore
Amen. He is the same yesterday, today and forever (cf. Hebrews 1:10, 11).

1

Jesus Christ is also ti1i.e One who forgives us our sin. He said to the one w.
paralyzed, "Thy sins be forgiven thee" (Mark 2: 5). He alone has power to
give sin. You and I can' t do it, nor can any other human, no matter how hi
position he may gain in the church. For this, as well as many other reasons
deserving of our praise. One of the characteristics of the book of Revelati1
found in the worship refrain heard from the beginning to the end (Revelation
Christ accepted divine worship because He is God. He is the foundation of
Church (Matthew 16:18).
There is an important confinnation to the apostle John relative to the trut
in the book of Revelation. "And he said unto me, These sayings are faithful
true: and the Lord God of the holy prophets sent his angel to show unto his
vants the things which must shortly be done. Behold, I come quickly: bless
that keepeth the sayings of the prophecy of this book" (Revelation 22: 6, 7).
word "faithful" has a sense of trustworthiness. Because the Holy Spirit is
di vine Author, we can have complete confidence. No one is to trifle with tb
great truths by allegorizing their meanings, or by reducing them to symbols
have no truth in them at all.
Did you know that the book of Revelation quotes more from the Old Testament
any other book in the New Testament? This is why we use the Old Testament
reference for many of the symbols in Revelation. To those who are born ag
Holy Spirit promises to reveal the significance and truth of this book. The
chapters have been written not only to satisfy the curiosity of naturai men
women concerning future events, but also so that we may have ideal standards
which to live and act. God promises to bless all those who keep the sayings
this wonderful book.
The expectant hope for the future is fatmd in the assuring promise, "Behold~
come quickly" (22: 7). This wonderful affinnation is given importance by belll,
peated seven different times in Revelation. The word "quickly" doesn't neces
mean soon. It isn't so much a time element involved as there is a sense of ci
fidence. In other words we might read, "Behold, when I do come, I will come
exactly on the precise time I have set." He will return at exactly the right
ment. My heart goes out to any Bible teacher who is foolish enough to set a
about the Lord•s coming. Don't be caught in such an unscriptural trap. The
1
was true of Christ's first coming. Galatians 4:4 reminds us that when the f
of time came, when the moment was exactly right, God sent forth His Son made
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same tnith is emphasized regarding the Holy Spirit's coming (Acts

2:1

·sed personal blessings fo: those who read tJ:is book (1:3). Here, in
ter a blessing is assured if we keep the sayings of the prophecy of
:7): 'These are beatitudes, or blessings, which are absol~tely emph~
22 isn' t so much a promise to bless those who defend the sayings of this
ther to those who keep them .. There is. a differenc~ between the two.
ibility is to observe the sayings of this book. This means we must be
th them by continued reading and study. More than that, we must be
them after we have read and studied them. Christians are to measure
by the standards established in the book of Revelation.
g of chapter 22 admonish us to worship only the Lord. Worship has to
rth-ship." When we praise the Lord in this fashion we are attributing
to Him. 'Ihe more we learn about God, the more we realize how marvelous
of our worship He really is.
d in verse 10 of chapter 22, "Seal not the sayings of the prophecy of
for the time is at hand.'' This is a further emphasis on the promptness
Jesus Christ coming at exactly the right moment. The apostle is rethe opposite as Daniel in his book. This is an interesting contrast.
ted Daniel to seal up the book because the people would not be able to
the prophecies until the time of the end. Most of the events of Daniel's
now history; there they are more readily understood. The prophecies
the apostle John were even at his time in the process of being fule predictions concerning the churches are now coming to a close. There
us who believe we are living in that period of church history which is
zed by the church of Laodicea. The remainder of the prophecies in this
ing to be fulfilled promptly in the future. John reminds us that they
come to pass (1:1).
tremendous and almost causes me to weep when I read it. It gives the
gic, frightful condition of what it means to be lost without Jesus
s adds to the awesomeness of the Great White Throne Judgment because
e~hasized that the sinful condition of the lost, once these things
fixed, permanent and eternal in the lake of fire. There is absolutely
, _change, or acquittal. The implication is that the unjust will become
Just, and the filthy will become even filthier in hell. The condition
' e~n through eternity, gets worse and worse until they become monsters
s is a h?rrible thing to remember. You ought to make your decision now
Jesus Chr~st as your own personal Savior. Once you die and the Lord
opportunity to become a Christian will be absolutely over forever!
e, no matter what age you are, you have fixed eternally the place where
g to be forever. Thank the Lord, the believer in Jesus Christ will be
f:ver' th":oughout the eternal ages yet to come. In the lake of fire
t
go?d w~ll be taken away. The lost will be separated from God and
~ then sin forever. There will be no Holy Spirit, no Word of God. It
~ 0 darkness and despair. Your heart will be eaten up forever. As
t ~: ook of Revelation, we hear the Lord saying in gracious love,
t' ime' I want to tell you, members of the human race, don't ignore
• Be sure you receive Him as your own personal Savior today, just now."'

1

t

~ction that in heaven the believer will continue to grow in righteous't ~d the knowledge of the Lord. The new heaven, new earth, and new
. e places where we remain static in our spiritual lives. This
lillportance of making the right choices while we live this life. Those
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who receive Jesus Christ as Savior and Redeemer will dwell with Him e tern
continue to grow in the knowledge of Him and of righteousness.
·
Verse 12 gives definite reference to the judgment seat of Christ, "Behold
1
quickly; and my reward is with me, to give every man according as his work
be." This has in view the Rapture of the New Testament Church, before the
tion begins. Believers in Christ will be caught up to be with the Lord in
(I Thessalonians 4:16, 17). The judgment seat of Christ, or "bema" as it ·
is the place at which every Christian will appear. The judgment isn't one
vation but rather of works. Paul tells us, "For we must all (that is, eve
liever) appear before the judgment seat of Christ, that everyone may recei
things done in his body, according to that he hath done, whether it be good
bad" (I I Corinthians 5: 1, ll) . This same judgment is referred to in I Cor
and 15. The trial will be by fire. This should make us watd1ful believe~
membering that our works will be judged. Have we been led by the Holy Spi
have we been doing things simply in the energy of our own flesh? This wi ll
determined then.
Again the Lord Jesus Christ testifies, "I am Alpha and Omega, the begirming
the end, and the first and the last" (22: 13). This is a final confirmation
majesty and sovereignty. He was in the Garden of Eden in the very beginnin
He will be in the holy Jerusalem in eternity future when that city descends
heaven. He is the origin, the climax and the consunnnation of everything .
Another wonderful beatitude is given in Revelation 22: 14, "Blessed are t hey
do his connnandments, that they may have right to the tree of life, and may
in through the gates into the city." In the original, the phrase "do his c
men ts" actually reads "wash their robes." In John's earlier epistle he wro
"And this is his connnandment: that we should believe on the name of his Son,
Christ, and love one another, as he gave us connnandment" (I John 3:23). The
to the tree of life is the same as the right to enter through the gates i nto
city. These are the true overcomers (I John 5: 5). Only blood-washed belie
have authority to eat of the tree of life and to enter into that holy city (
There is a great gulf fixed between the llllbeliever and the believer (22: 14,
Outside are dogs, sorcerers, whoremongers, murderers, idolaters and liars .
are those who are in the lake of fire, outside the holy city. Jesus Christ
John that all these things have been revealed to testify to the churches (22:
In other words, the book of Revelation is to be read in the church, preached
the church, and given to those who belong to the church. The Savior emphasi
"I am the root and the offspring of David, and the bright and morning star."
Isaiah 11: 1 earlier prophesied, "And there shall come forth a rod out of the
of Jesse, and a branch shall grow out of his roots." Christ associates Hims~
with the nation of Israel when He makes this positive avowal. Then He assoCl
Himself with the Church when He says that He is the "bright and morning s tar.
The statement about the bright and morning star is an invitation to the elm
prepare for His return in the clouds. The morning star appears in the pre-,
darkness before the sun rises. Thus it is emphasized to you and me that Jes
will come in one of the darkest moments of the history of the world to t ake
His Church. Later on He will return to the earth to set up His kingdom and a:
that moment He will be the Son of Righteousness to the redeemed nation of Isr;
There then follows a great, all-inclusive invitation (22:17). The Holy Spiri
and the Church invite Christ to come. Verse 17 has a threefold invitation : t '.
him that heareth; he that is thirsty; and whosoever will. The one who hears. spoken of in John 5:24. We must give heed to the Word of God. Isaiah 55: 1 15
interesting expression concerning the one who is thirsty. This portrays those
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. OUS of their tremendous need. To. all such people Christ in~i tes, "I~
·rst let him come lllltO me and drrnk" (John 7:37). The Savior has given
rful promise, "All that 0e Father hath given me shall cone. to me, and
cometh to me I will in no wise cast out" (John 6 : 3 7) • God' s gift of
is free (Romans 10:13). Have you cone to Him for salvation? If not, do
fore it is too late! The Bib le gives a positive warning against tampere Word of God. This we must realize fully.
specific waTI1ing given in Revelation conceTI1ing those who distort or
troths of the book (22: 18, 19). This in a real sense is the sUllUilation of
book. 1here are those who falsely teach that it is possible for God's
be blotted out of the book of life, having once been saved and regenerpassage here isn't discussing the possibility of the saved being ultit at all. It is actually a warning from God, solemn and serious, that
irranutable, eternal and absolutely unchangeable. We read, "Forever, 0
ord is fixed in heaven." God's Word is like Himself, the same yesterday,
forever. We are not to change, mutilate, impair, add to or anything else
s to Scripture. 1he child of God has reverence and devotion to the Word
t is absolutely the only book which can claim divine and inerrant intone that without the book of Revelation the Bible would be incomplete.
at and broad the base, without the capstone, the rising pyramid is forished and incomplete. Without Revelation, the great issues raised in the
orever llllresolved and unanswered. It is God's revelation of the denouncehtunan history. This vision was given to a man whose name was John
22: 8) • He was a person of such authority in the churches that his word
ately accepted as the truth from the Lord through the Holy Spirit.
traditionally the pastor of the church at Ephesus, as well as the
eader for all of God's people in the eastern Roman empire. It was during
f Domitian, from A. D. 81 till A. D. 96. Thus, the vision that is the
lation, was seen on the isle of Patmos in the Mediterranean by John
96. Another early church father, Clement of Alexandria, said that after
the Roman emporer Domitian, John left his exile on the island of
turned to Ephesus •
literally. "the unveiling or uncovering of Jesus Christ." The vision
e exaltation of our Lord which God accorded Him because He became
to death in a~onement for your sin and mine. Because of this sacrifice,
.Y exalted His Son, giving Him a name which is above every other name.
ed th~t. all shall praise Jesus our Lord whether they want to or not
day (Philippians 2:5-11).
t~es in Revelation Christ is called the Lamb of God. It is a
":;s h~ity. Still, many times He is also worshipped as the God of
~k :s. one of important biblical prophecy. The book is the un~J v1s1on <:f the coming of our imcomparable and wonderful,
esus Christ.

h:it~r outline for the book of Revelation than what we find through
th mhthe 19th verse of the first chanter. The first division is "The
:
as seen." This gives us the paSt while, "The things which we
~ pres~nt. This covers chapters two and three. The future is deg~ which_ s~all be." The apostle John, writing according to the
e ~~y Spir~t, describes the vision he had s~en of our glori~ied
ich are extends across the centuries of numan time. It is an
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historical picture of the age of the New Testament Church until Jesus

co~s.

It is my conviction that we are living in the Laodicean period of the church
Lord Jesus Christ is about to come for His Bride. The Philadelphia era of
open door is beginning to close. Unless there is a divine intervention of
and He is most certainly able to do that, nation after nation is being clos
the preaching of the Gospel. There is one thing upon which all fundamental
teaching believers agree and that is apostacy everywhere. The teachings of
Christ are looked upon as those of any other philosopher. To most of the w,
today religion is altogether optional. There is no difference between hea~
hell to the average person. The very idea of condemnation is offensive to
modem intellectual mind. They can't conceive of a God of wrath and judgme:
can be thankful that the Lord has His own children in every age. There are
devout and holy, with church.es preaching the truth in each generation. Let
praise Him for every congregation where the Word of God is gloriously, powe
and truthfully proclaimed.

The symbol and sign of the Rapture concerns the transporting of John, who s
as a type of the Omrch. In Revelation 4:2 ·the door is opened and a voice ·
vites, "Come up hither." John is then taken up into heaven where he sees
translated Bride of our blessed Lord. He sees the throne and the 24 elders ,
represent the Old Testament saints while 12 represent the saved of the new
covenant. They are all there with the Lord in glory.
After the removal of the Omrch. there are people left behind here on earth.
Chapters 4 to 19 deal with catastrophic events that will transpire there afte
Great Tribulation will follow immediately after the Rapture. After this se
year period there will be the coming to this earth visibly and bodily of t he
Jesus Christ in power and great glory. Revelation 4:19 is the depiction of
terrible time known as Jacob's trouble. The Day of the Lord refers to a pa
ticular epoch of prophetic time. When God's people are taken out of the wor
the Lord will deal with this earth because of its blasphemy, rejection and
belief. Chapters 4 to 19 is the vision of those awesome days after the Qiu
preceeding the time that Jesus Christ comes back to this earth again. The
of the whole book is truly swmnarized in Revelation 1: 7, "Behold, he cometh
clouds, and every eye shall see him, and they also which pierced him, and alli
kindreds · of the earth shall wail because of him."
As we conclude our series on the book of Revelation, it might be interesting

share with you some of the excellent books which have been used for rese arch
bibliography would include such volumes as authored by Henry Alford, A. H.
Benjamin Atkinson, Tracy Atkinson, T. B. Bains, William Barclay, Albert Bam
Isbon Beckwith, Edward Bennett, frederick Bleek, Arthur Bloomfield, David B
William Bruce, A. C. Coates, W. A. Criswell, John Cumming, J. N. Darby, G. W.
Davis, William Easton, Amo Gaebelein, Robert Gavett, I. M. Haldeman, Alexan
Harvey, Norman Harrison, Dr. Ironside, Hengstenberg, Alexander Hislop, Edward
Home, Fawcett and Brown, F. C. Jennings, William Kelly "Lectures on the Book
Revelation," Clarence Larkin, R. C. H. Lenski, William Mccarroll, William
McDowell, G. Campbell Morgan, William Newell, Arthur Peek, Dwight Pentecost,
William L. Pettingill, Luther Walter Scott, W. G. Scroggie, William Simcox, J
Smith, Wilbur Smith, W. C. Stevens, Moses Stuart, Henry Swete, F. A. Tatford,
Merrill Tenney, Richard Trench, Leon Tucker, Merrill Unger, August Van Ryn ,
Rittemore, Kenneth Wuest and John F. Walvoord.
In a recapitulation of the entire book, chapter five portrays Jesus Christ re
ceiving the book of redemption. Placed in His hand is the seven-sealed s crol
Chapter six describes the first six seals. Chapter seven deals with the sea
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witnesses, twelve thousand from each one of the tribes of Israel. Chapter
ords the opening of the seventh seal and the blowing of the first four
c Chapter nine describes the sounding of the fifth and sixth trumpets of
• Chapter ten follows the story of the little scrolled book given to John
~ght understand the bitter judgments of God upon the unbelieving.
Chapter
the two great witnesses of the Lord and finally blowing the last of the
ets.

us up to the great climax of the age, when Jesus comes to the earth
e kingdom of this world will be come the kingdom of our Lord, and He will
ver and ever. It is my conviction that what we have from chapter four
11 is the total content of the book of Revelation. Beginning with chapter
chapter 19, God simply fills in the details of what has already been
ied. Beginning with chapter 12 God gives us a review of the great personready described for us. There is the woman who gave birth to the Man-child
to rule the earth with a rod of iron. The woman is Israel and the ManOirist. There is the devil, that old dragon, ready to destroy both the
His people. There is Michael who stands up against Satan. After Michael's
ous war in heaven, the devil is flung down to earth like that golden censor
ts fire blazing and burning. And thus in thunder and lightning the judgments
fall in the final days of the earth, during the Tribulation. This is after
ch has gone home to be with the Lord in the air.
ter 13 we find the disclosure of the two final earth systems.

There is the

cal system headed up by one beast, and the religious system headed up by the

]>rophet, the second beast who comes up out of the earth. The number 666 is
· ent. In chapter 14 we are given a view of God's people saved during
terrible days of the Tribulation. These people will not be a part of the
After judgments begin to fall they will believe in the Savior. As a rethey are martyred by the Anti-christ.
ter 14 there are 144 ,000 saved. None of God's elect of Israel is lost <lure Tribulation. This same chapter shows the great revelation of the harvest
earth. In chapters 15 and 16 are the pouring out of the last bowls of
. Chapter 17 describes the judgment upon that false religious system which is
zed_by the woman called Jezebel, that old prostitute, who lives in a city
hills. Notice that God doesn't destroy her. The political power of the
beast upon which she rides having ten horns, brings the total devastaTins apostate church system with its gold and purple robes, encrusted with
of precious stones, is no more.

th:

r 18 is the judgment upon men who worship the things of this world. Chapter
r~Uy. sh~s the second corning of our Lord Jesus Christ back to this earth
dW~th Him wi~l ~e all who previously have been caught away to be with Hirn
m the b~gmnmg of chapter 4. One of the battles of the campaign of
~' when_ it looks as though men will destroy one another in their blasphemy,
~d unbe~ief, the heavens will open and the Lord will come with His people
Him .Pub~icly. Even those who crucified the Lord will be forced to conm His day of triumph. Oh, the final triumph of God's people!

t~on

20 is the binding of the devil and the kingdom rule of Christ for a

~i~ars · '!hen Satan. is loosed out of the bottomless pit for a season,
al he~L finally arrives at the judgment of the wicked dead, being cast into

~~ers

21 an~ 22 we look upon the new creation. There is a new heaven
• There is a new Jerusalem that comes down out from heaven from God.
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There will be no more crying, no more tears, no more sorrow, and no mo
The Lord comes to rule and reign with His own forever and ever.
re
This leads us to the last of the glorious and the incomparable messages
declares, "Surely I come quickly. Even so let it be, amen, come Lord J~s·
know I am ready for the Lord's coming. This isn't because I have anythin
self, but all because of His grace and love. There is coming a day of te'
trernb ling for those who spurn the mercy of God. It is coming, you may be
It could happen today, even as you are reading this publication. No bibl
prophecy needs to be fulfilled for the glorious event to take place. It
time of triumph and glory to those who lift up their faces in love and
Then, after the Qmrch is gone, there will be the unfolding of the judgme
battles and tragedies carefully given to us in Scripture. May the Holy s
God speak to your heart about your own need today.
In our last study on the book of Revelation, I would like to use as a bas
II Peter 3:10 and 11. The apostle, under the inspiration of the Holy Spi
"But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night, in which the
shall pass away with a great noise, and the elements shall melt with fe
the earth also, and the works therein, shall be burned up. Seeing, then
these things shall be dissolved, what manner of people ought ye to be in'
life style and godliness." After we have studied biblical prophecy there
be a profotmd change in our patterns of living.
It was the well-known Bible expositor Albert Barnes who wrote on this subj
"The fact of the inuninent return of Jesus Quist ought to be allowed to e
deep and abiding influence on us, inducing us to live a godly Christian li
should feel that there is nothing really permanent on this earth, that th'
our abiding home, and that our great interests are in another world. We s.
serious and humble, prayerful and yet joyful and happy. We should make it
great object to be prepared for the solemn scenes through which we may be p
one of these days. An habitual contemplation of the truth that all we see
us is soon to pass away, should produce a tremendous effect upon the human
It would lead us not to desire to accwnulate everything in this world whi
destroyed one of these days, but it would prompt us to lay up more treasu
heaven. It would cause us to act and ask with deep earnestness whether we
really prepared for those amazing scenes, should they suddenly burst upon
Peter gives us ten practical things that should characterize the New Test
liever in light of the fact that Jesus Christ is soon returning. First, we
to be a holy people (v. 11). The word "conversation" means a total life-s
We are to be set apart for the service of God. The Lord conunands, "Be ye h1
for I am holy." This is why we are to present our bodies a living sacrifi
acceptable unto God which is our reasonable service. Then, we should be a
people. We are actually to exercise ourselves unto godliness. Next, we
"looking for," expecting, waiting for the Lord's coming (v. 12). "For our
citizenship (life-style) is in heaven, from whence also we look for the Ser
the Lord Jesus Quist" (Philippians 3: 20) •
In the third place we ought to be the kind of people who are earnestly desi
the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. In the .American Standard Version the
"hastening-llllto" are properly rendered "earnestly desiring." Paul, just ~e
his martyrdom, testified "Henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of Tl
ness, which the Lord, the righteous judge, shall give me at that day; and ni
me only, but unto all them also that love his appearing" (II Timothy 4: 8) · f
we ought to be people who are absolutely blameless (v. 14). This speaks o_.
thing in which no one can find fault. This is why we are urged, "Do all
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d disputings, that ye may be blameless and ha~less, the sons
in the midst of a crooked and perverse nation, among whom
~binethe worl~'(Philippians 2:14-16).
:

le who are constantly alert, knowing the fact that Jesus may
b)P
.And many of you have studied the book of Revelation with
· at truths contained in it . . Now we are to "Beware le_st ye al~o,

a

~ the error of the wicked, will fall from your steadfastness.

1

to do with "falling out of salvation." That isn't possible for a
gicture here represents the need to constantly be on guard in these
the Savior comes. We must avoid getting drawn away from the faith
the tmbelievers around us.
there are a lot of unstable believers today who seem to roam around
church without ever settling down in service. They are merely
e Word. One can never really count on them because they aren't
stable. The world is filled with wicked people who will lead
rtrt if they aren't cont~nually on guard. It is.sad that a lack of
· a consistency and faithfulness has characterized many of God's
e y~ars. James rightly urges 1:15, "Be ye also patient, stabl~sh your
e coming of the Lord draweth nigh" (5: 8). ".Ammmt to something for
at he is telling us.

of all we have come to know about biblical prophecy, we should be
tually in the things of l esus Oirist (v. 18). We are to be so firmly
send forth branches and yield an increase of spiritual fruit manifest
of our existence. There is both growth in grace as well as growth
ge of our Lord and Savior. We are to grow in our love for Jesus
e all come in the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of the Son
perfect man (spiritually mature), llllto the measure of the stature
s of Clirist" (Ephesians 4:13-15). This was Paul's personal prayer
at I may know Him, and the power of His resurrection, and the fellowufferings; being made conformable unto His death" (Philippians 3: 10) .
kno.vledge of 01Tist implies a fuller comprehension of everything
for us.
t of llllderstanding and studying the book of Revelation should bring
~su~ ts to our individual lives. We are reminded, ''Every man that
m him purifieth himself, even as Oirist is pure" (I John 3: 2, 3) •

urage us to "Be ye also patient for the coming of the Lord draweth
5:7). We need to be mindful that "the end of all things is at hand;
re sober and watch unto prayer'' (I Peter 4: 7). In faithful obedience,
g one another, as well as loving lost people, our moderation and
ould be known unto all men for the Lord is at hand (Philippians 4:5).
st praye: that all of these characteristics will be true of you as
approaching days epitomized in Revelation.

VJt. An.de.JU> on )A PM:t.oJt o {)
Be.th.any Bapw:t. Chwicli,
We6:t. Covina, CaLl{)oJtnia.
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PANE_L DISCUSSION
Panel.:

VIL. ChMe, VIL. FeinbelLg and VIL. Suthe!Lland

Q.

"Recently 1 heaJtd a ;.,ta;tement about the wouncU in6lic.ted in the body 0
a;t the Mucl6,[xion. Thif.> peM on uud they nevelL ac.tually healed, and .that
nevelL wi-U (Zec.ha!Uah 13:6; John 20:25; Revelation 5:6). Wha;t if.> yoWL o
thif.> ?"

A. This mixes the physical wounds of our Lord with spiritual efficacy. ,
will have all the marks of His passion, but to say that they never healed
wrong idea, as though they might still be bleeding. This isn't the pictu
The work of Christ will never be eradicated because the marks of His sacri
be beheld there. His work is eteTI1ally effective.

Q.

"1;., i t c.oMec.t 601L people to 1Le6e1L to Sunday Cl6 the 1.>abbath ( ExodU6 31
ColoMianf.> 2: 16; HeblLWf.> 4: 3, 4) ?"

A. Technically it isn't proper to equate Sunday and the sabbath as being
synonomous. The sabbath in Scripture is literally the seventh day. Sund,
rather the first day of the week, known properly as "the Lord's day." In
31: 13-18 we see very clearly that the sabbath was a sign between God and
children of Israel forever. This has no relationship to the Church at all
Bible is also very explicit as to what should or shouldn't take place on
There was to be no work whatsoever. Anybody who did become involved would
off. Then, in the New Testament we are exhorted, "Let no man therefore j
in meat or in drink or in respect of an holy day or of the new moon or of
sabbath days" (Colossians 2: 16). There is to be no judging in connection
relationship or lack of it to the sabbath day. Paul went into the synago
the sabbath day and preached to the people. This was the only place whe
find the Jews. The apostle preached to them the risen Christ. We coITIIre
resurrection of the Lord Jesus Christ each Sunday, as well as during the
season.

Q. "Vid J udM ac.tually paJttake o 6 the LolLd';., ;., uppelL with the ILeJ.>t o6 the
clL6 clple,;., ? "
A. There is no specific verse in Scripture that says so specifically . .
through inductive reasoning. There must be a distinction made between tn
passover and the institution of the Lord's supper. The two are entirel~
situations. The passover wasn't instituted by Jesus. God established 1 t.
Israelites in Exodus 12. It was a memorial for a physical deliverance ou
Egypt. This was all prophetic, anticipating the greater deliverance. from
slavery of sin. The Lord's supper is symbolic of this spiritual del1ve:
Judas was at the last passover (Matthew 26: 20) , but not at the celebratl'
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Perllaps it was between verse. 25 and 26 of ~his chapter that Judas
vior observed as recorded m John 15: 3, Ye are all clean through
5~ave spoken unto you." He couldn't possibly have said this to
1 aroo gospel He observed of the betrayer that he was the son of perdi~se who partook of that wonderful. memorial feast were those who were
mind and heart as our Lord Jesus Chns t.

who do ;the ten viftgin!.> ftepfteJ.> ent. in the pcuia.ble?
• JtepJt.v.> ent. ?,,
Jr..

Alo o, what. oft who

fotmd in Matthew 25. Some hold that these represent the Church of this
base it upon the fact that believers are supposed to be in a position of
awaiting the Lord. The Savior, it is true, told us to "Occupy till I
parable does urge readiness. The view doesn't take into consideration
teaching of Scripture, nor the actual wording of the test. Nowhere in
believers spoken of as "virgins" collectively. In the context our
dealing with the topic of the end of the age and the signs of His
5
Savior speaks of "the kingdom of heaven." This means the messianic
which Israel was looking. As believers in this dispensation, we are
heaven, our eternal home. The Old Testament saints never conceived of
as being administered by His followers in the absence of the King
gone to heaven. This entire portion is lmown as the Olivet Discourse.
speaking to Israel telling them to be ready just before His visible respeaks of the temple and the abomination of desolation which will stand
place. This certainly isn't the pulpit of today. The sabbath is a
·sm; it is a sign between God and Israel. The Lord's day is what we
this side of the cross. A parallel passage in Psalm 45 tells us
who these virgins are (45:9, 14). It is exactly what John the Baptist
sing in that he didn't consider himself a part of the Bride, but rather
of the Bridegroom. So, the ten virgins represent the godly and only
mes in Israel. The oil represents the ministry of the Holy Spirit.
s' ot by might, nor by paver, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord."
even wonderful points of likeness between oil and the Holy Spirit, infact that both cut down friction, are good for light, good for warmth
g, as well as many other things .

you 6eel a.bout membeMhip in a. lodge oft 1.:>eeftet oftga.niza.t.ion?"
~ered on a personal point of view, not necessarily the official
B1ola (connnent by Dr. S. H. Sutherland). We do not feel that it is
o belong to a secret organization. II Corinthians 6: 14 tells us, "Be
ly yok~d toge0er with rmbelievers." Some of these organizations
neworks which, whi~e they are philanthropically fine, yet they can
thssage of redemption by God's grace. There also can be an elevation
er than humbly considering oneself a sinner in God's sight needing
salvation.
'

~~.{.M6 5: 3-5, by what. a.ut.hoJU:ty doe/.> Paul j u.dge a. man. and tJty him?
«, ea.n any peMon who p!t£_aeheJ.> God' 1.:, Woftd judge? PleMe explain it
~~~d to see the word "authority" in this question. Some people seem to
such a p os1.t.ion. No wonder there is so much chaos and anarchy.
flHims'
rs t 1£
last ' and . a 1ways derives
.
.
. the
from the ultimate
source who is
us ~ : Paul is thereby able to speak with authority, "In the name of
to ~ist~" Th~s passage has to do with a man who was in deep im-

... vl.

e sm of incest.

The apostle has already established his
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authority (I Corinthians 9: 1, 2). Keep it in mind that there are absolut
true apostles today. Paul had seen the risen Christ with his own eyes.
absolutely essential to apostleship. These were Paul's children in the f
They also knew his authority. Today there are ministers of the Gospe l, . '
shepherds of the flock, but they aren't true apostles. These were all gon
first century. While the apostles were here, they presented the authorit~·

Q. "fa il JU,gh;t fio!t people. ;to c.onde.mn mo viu be.c.aU!.> e. they t}e.el. they Me.
yet .they will -6il in the.i!t own home.-6 and wa.tc.h .the. -6 ame. moviu on TV?"
A. There is a sense in which hypocrisy can be seen in such actions. At
time, when one attends a motion picture he is paying his money to support
generally innnoral, indecent industry. Second, going to the movies might ·
others who watch our actions. What an individual does in public is one
while what goes on in the privacy of his own home is something else entire
Certainly our minds should be kept pure at all times. Most movies, and
vision programs, are filthy beyond degree. We would most definitely be be
as Christians by eliminating movies which are wrong and a waste of time,
home as well as at public theaters. Don't forget that a letter which you
to your local television station, to the netw'ork president, as well as t o
regarding progrannning on 1V facilities, can have some tremendous power.
Christians sit back and criticize, but never do anything of a positive na
Your participation can have an impact!

Q.

"How do ya u t}e.e.l ab au;t -6 hawing Chwtian t}ilmo in c.huJtc.h?

A. No, it isn't wrong at all. There are many Christian_films made these
improving in quality continually. It isn't right when preachers use these
as an es cape from preparing an evening sermon. This , of course , would be
Many Christian films can be extremely worthwhile and a great blessing.
rule God out of the film area, as well as in radio and television. These
tremendous tools in connnllllicating the Gospel. We perhaps are old fash ion
enough not to want films in church evezy Lord's day evening. There should
variance, but never a failure to teach the Word.

Q. "I-6 .the.Jte. any Jte.c.o!td at} the. ut}e. at} MMy, the. mothe.!t at}
SavioJt WM ctuut}ie.d?"

JUUi.>,

No, there isn't any detailed information. We do read in Acts 1: 14, "
with one accord in prayer and supplication with the women, and
mother of Jesus and with his brethren." This is the last chronological re
to her. This, of course, was after the crucifixion, resurrection and as ce
the Savior. From this passage we learn that Mazy was a member of the apos
band, joined by the other devoted ones who loved the Savior. Mazy was a s
certainly saved by grace. She loved her Son, but above all she loved Him
Lord and Savior.
A.

conti~ued

Q. "Conc.e.Jtning the. -6.:toJty ofi the. maniac. at} GadaJLa, only one. man ,f,,6 mention
ac.c.ount given in Ma!tk. 5, while. in Matthew 8 nvo me.n Me. !te.t}e.Me.d ;to. Why
.the.Jte. -6 e.e.m ;to be. ;th,t,6 clL6 c.!te.panc.y ?"
A. The fact is that both of these accounts are correct. Matthew gives US
complete picture. Mark, on the other hand, is selective, and chooses ~~t .·
had been afflicted. This gives greater emphasis. llimons do their dev1ll~h:
ness as agents of Satan. Keep in mind the reason we have four gospels ·
a full biography of our Lord Jesus at all. They rather give different as .
His ministry, according to whom the Holy Spirit desired the message to be P
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. th the Jews as his objective, Mark for the Roman, as a man of
=~ an implementer, putting things into force. Mark speaks of only
dwelling among the tombs.

He goes on to show how great and

~ tuation really was. Matthew doesn't tell us about the men being
~~ers and chai~s .. He simply gives us the general spread, w~ile Mark
msert. This is JUSt as we have on ma12s. They show a section of a
and then in one of the comers there is a blow-up map of one para or city. So, these accounts aren't discrepant nor contradictory.
supplements the other. One provides details not found in the other,
refer to the wonderful power of our mighty Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ.
r standpoint, today we are seeing, in so-called civilized, cultured,
-landing America, some of the revival of the most dismal, demonic and
things that have been noted through the centuries of time. You see,
gin to let the light of the Gospel fade, turning indifferently from it,
the same sources of darkness will flood in which have brought spiritual
to other lands. What has gone wrong with the minds of the people of our
e have more schools than ever before. With all the c:tiurches on every
th radio and television, as well as other media for disseminating and
g the Gospel, why is it that people aren't in full possession of their
? Do you know that the rate of suicide in our colfiltry is highest among
· our schools of higher education? Much of this has to be laid to demonic
It is tragically happening today, even in our own beloved land.

a p!l.e.a.c.he.Jt J.:,a.y that. dwzing the. Ulile.nn,i,wn Va.vid will. be. Jteigning on
l.&Jta.el., and only the. Chwtia.v11> 06 the. ChWtc.h Age. will. be. in he.a.ve.n.
he.aJui that be.601te?"
aoo degree there have been such concepts advanced by certain ones. This
to stem from a misunderstanding of the use of David in prophetic
His reigning on earth over Israel may come from a passage like Hosea
re we read, "Afterward shall the children of Israel return, and seek
their God, and David their king, and shall come with fear unto Jehovah
· s goodness in the latter days." The interpretation of that among the
the Aramaic translations would be, "David, the King, the Messiah." These
aoous titles for the same person, and don't mean that David himself will
throne. 'Ihe same is true with Ezekiel 37:24. Will the ruler be David
rd Jesus Christ? Consider Luke 1:31-33 where the angel Gabriel promised,
God shall give unto Him the throne of His Father David and He shall rule
house of Jacob forever, and of His kingdom there shall be no end." There
me nation, one King, one Shepherd, who is the Lord Jesus Christ. 'Ihis
~an that David won't rule also. He will be as a "sub-king" under his

Son.

~ion of the Church during that time will be with a residence in heaven, but
th ththe prerogative to be here on earth if we desire. Remember that we shall
e. Lord Jesus Christ on earth, and also be able to go to heaven as we
f We w111 doubtless travel at the speed of thought. That city which Abraham
Ol~rTwhose folllldations have been laid by God, will be the meeting place bees tament ~d New Testament saints. While we are redeemed the same way,
may have a different position in the economy of God.
have. a. C(Ue.J.:,tion a.bout AmoJ.:, 5: 2.

Could you give. me. an explanation o 6 th,[}.,?"

fo~s one of the most remarkable personages in the entire Bible. He is one

r P~ophets of the 8th century. The others were Isaiah, Hosea, and Micah.
or urden of Amos' heart is that God is so holy He must judge sin. He is
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filled with zeal for the righteousness of God. He underscores that the Lo
the God of all nations. Because He chose Israel didn't mean He relinquishe
right, love and purposes of salvation for any others. The children of Isr
filled up the cup of iniquity. The message carries a definite indictment a
the sinfulness of their hearts. He specifies in chapters 3, 4 and 5 how the
have transgressed so grievously. "The greater the light, the greater the
bili ty." Here in this fifth chapter he begins pleading lovingly and besee
Verse two, which is what is questioned, states, "Tne virgin of Israel is f,
she shall no more rise; she is cast down." "The virgin of Israel" is God's
for them. God vJants purity. In failure His hand of judgment will strike a
blow. "She is forsaken upon her land," means the Lord has taken His hand 0
tection from her so that the enemies now come in. "There is none to raise
means the nation is now ripe for judgment. The Lord has allowed the nation
missively to be put into the hands of her enemy. This is just as Job was
to be in the control of Satan, but only up to a certain point.

Q.

"Can you c.omment on the method at) c.omputing time dwung the eJta. ofi
J e,o U6 Chwt heJLe on ea.Jz:th? How weJte thM e yeaJU:, ac.tuaLey t),i_guJted?"

A. We must remember that the Bible comes from a culture in which our Lord
apostles lived. They computed time according to semi tic patterns. As an e
from Daniel 7, as well as during the Tribulation, we find that it will be t'
times, and half a time. This is three and a half years, figured out accor
months. This would mean 42 months, which is equivalent to three and one-ha!
Scripture describes it as 1260 days by a 365 and one-quarter year. They re
time in biblical days, both Old and New Testament, according to 360 days in
Multiply this by three and one-half, to get exactly 1260. This means there
be an adjustment in the calendar sometime. Our year isn't exactly 365 days.
have an extra day put between February 28 and March 1st every four years.
known as a leap year. This is the way years were figured in the time of our
Jesus.

Q. "Voe.,o the &ble f.Jafj anywhe.Jte -6peu{ylc.ally that ChwtiaM f.Jhouldn' t gamb
Would you c.on,6ideJt a lotteJtfj a gamble?"
A. We believe a lottery is a gamble. Money is put down expecting something
chance which woulcln' t result from definite work. This isn't true if we put
in a bank. There is an insured account. Garrbling is seeking to get someth·
which you have not labored. This precise principle is found all through the
Bible, especially in the New Testament. It is unfortunate that there ares
people who make a whole livelihood of garrbling. While the word "gamble" isn'
the Bible as such, yet Scripture reaffirms again and again that we are to wo·
support the work of God and ourselves. The Word of God tells us to abstain
all appearance of evil. Only the Lord Himself knows how many people have 105
their lives and ruined their families as a result of gambling.
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